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Bawlf dickering for 1,250 Tod Inlet acres
Victoria developer and former 
MLA Sam Bawlf is currently 
negotiating a multi-million dollar 
purchase of some 1,250 acres along 
Tod Inlet from Genstar Development 
Co., The Review learned this week.
Ross Sinclair, Bawlf’s associate at 
his Victoria management company.
Monday confirmed bargaining has 
been going on for about a month.
Sinclair said if negotiations are 
successful, he and Bawlf will build a 
"destination resort” on about 100 of 
the acres presently zoned com­
mercial/recreational .
He said the resort will be the kind
to which tourists will come to stay, 
taking in the sights of the 
surrounding area, such as Butchart 
Gardens immediately adjacent.
ready to present to Central Saanich 
council.
He said plans for the resort haven’t 
been completed, and should take 
between eight and 12 months to get
However, Sinclair said he and 
Bawlf have even grander plans for 
the rest of the property, which will be 
phased in as a 15-year project. 
Ownership of the property has
changed hands several times over the 
last 20 years — from B.C. Cement to 
Ocean Cement and finally to Genstar 
— parent company of the two cement 
firms.
Genstar earlier this year gave 
notice to the 32 members of the 50- 
year-old Tod Inlet Power Boaters’
Association that all agreements will 
be terminated by the end of March 
and boaters must relocate,
The last of the company’s 
buildings were removed in the past 
year and all that remains of the 
inlet’s cement works are concrete 




The Capital Regional District has 
been asked to lend a hand with the 
Sidney breakwater project. Sidney 
council Monday agreed to ask CRD 
staff to meet with the breakwater 
committee to discuss how CRD 
might “become involved with the 
advancement of the project.”
In a letter to CRD executive 
director Dennis Young, council notes 
there are a number of reasons for 
CRD support of the break-water, but 
three major ones: ^
•The project would help alleviate 
serious demand for berthing space in 
the region.
•Development of a harbor facility 
would help take pressure off 
neigboring municipalities who may 
not wish such development.
•The project would provide ex­
cellent ernployment prospects for the 
area, and would have spin-off effects 
that would benefit the entire region.
Mayor Norma Sealey, who drafted 
the' lettef,"sai3 ‘she Is ■ebnt'erried' the 
project may be too large for council 
to take on by itself, especially when it 
comes to onshore development. 
Thus, CRD participation would 
benefit.
Aid. Ross Martin, chairman of the 
. breakwater committee, said he isn’t
sure Sidney couldn’t handle the 
project by itself, but noted it has 
regional prospects, and CRD par­
ticipation would “hopefully speed up 
the process because of the staff 
resources they have and their 
regional overview.”
Sealey assured Aid. Eleanor 
Sowerby CRD involvement does not 
preclude federal government par­
ticipation.
The letter to Young also notes a 
CRD planning department report 
published last year on boating 
facilities within the region presented 
a strong case for the need for the 
breakwater here.
The report also presented hard 
statistics and economic data required 
to advance the project, said the 
letter. Finally, the report indicated 
such a project would have a sub­
stantial effect on the entire region.
Meanwhile^ the breakwater 
committee has called for develop- 
-mentf ^proposals - • frorri ' prbperty' 
owners immediately adjacent to the 
proposed breakwater, and from any 
interested parties for development in 
the general vicinity that may be 
relevant to the project.
The proposals must be vvritten and 
submitted before March 31.
Sidney RCMP Cst. J.P. Brochez inspects more than $4,000 in stolen property recovered over weekend. Police believe
goods came from as many as 17 break-ins. ^
New Hbrary
The new Sidney-North Saanich 
library slated for the lacrosse box site 
on Resthaven Drive could end up 
being a prefabricated steel structure 
if North Saanich has its way, says 
Sidney Aid, Ross Martin.
Martin told Sidney council 
Monday the North Saanich 
representatives on the joint library 
building committee are “still very 
enamored with the possibility of 
erecting a prefab steel structure.”
Mayor Norma Sealey questioned 
putting a prefab steel unit on the site 
when councils have already con­
tracted an architect to come up with a 
building.
“There’s no accounting for taste,” 
commented Martin.
In other council news:
•A fire committee recom­
mendation calling for another traffic 
light at the corner of Beacon and 
Third was tabled pending further 
information.
Committee chairman Aid. Ben 
Ethier said the recommendation has 
been on record for three years, but 
nothing has ever been done about it.
Ethier said the light would be 
activated at the fire hall a half block 
north on Third Street and turned into 
a four way red slop light in the event 
of an emergency.
He said the fire department was 
concerned about traffic problems at 
the corner during an emergency. 
“Apparently they've had a few close 
calls already,” he said.
But Martin questioned the
’s that time
**Ughts! , . . Camera! . . , Action!" Those familiar 
instructions rang through Review newsroom this week 
as a BCTV camera crew used premises to make com- 
nwreiai about take-off on newspaper business. Here 
crew prepares for another scene, though fellow on the 
right is unlikely looking newsman.
Peninsula runners will be out in 
force again on March 7 when the 
fourtccntli annual Basil Parker 
Cross-Country Race will again siati 
from Cumberland Farm on Sicily's 
Cro.ss Rond in Central Saanich.
l,uM year more tlian 500 runners 
began tliii gruelling 10,0(X.)”metre 
contest which was won last year by 
Bruce “Ounner" Shaw in tlie fast 
time of 34 minutes and 42 seconds.
.Ian Crook won tlie open women's 
5,000 metre run. TIte marathon
which is attaining the status of a 
Peninsula institution, sees scores of 
supporters turn out for their favorite 
athlete and to provide the necessary 
food and drink, sometimes at 
vantage points over tlie course. ’ 
This year's run will be over a new' 
course and it is expected to be licavy 
and extremely wet. Competitors are 
cautioned to wear .securely fastened 
shoes and not to run in track suit 
pants which soon become 
waterlogged.
problems at the corner, noting the 
, emergency vehicles mostly make a 
right turns at Third and Beacon to go 
up to the Pat Bay Highway.
As well, traffic doesn't really, 
travel that fast along,Beacon, Marlin 
said and the emergency vehicles 
shouldn’t have picked up much speed 
only half a block from the hall.
•A recommendation to install a 
fire stop light in front of the fire hall 
on Third Street was also tabled 
pending further information.
Ethier said the light would be 
activated for about 40 seconds to 
allow emergency vehicles out of the 
hall.
•A two-hour parking 
has been placed along 
Drive for 100 feet north 
^vcnue on the west side and 250 feel 
north of Beacon on the east side of 
Restliavcn.
•A recommendation to install a 
fire stop light in front of the fire hall 
on Third Street was also tabled 
pending further information,
Etliier said the light would be 
activated for idrotii 40 seconds to 
allow emergency vehicles out of the 
hall.
•A two-hour parking, restriction 
has been placed along Resthaven 
Drive for 100 feet nortit of Beacon 
Avenue on the west side and 2.50 feet 
nortli of Beacon on the east side of 
Restlutven.
•Sidney Days Society will be




Sidney RCMP Saturday recovered 
more than $4,000 in stolen property 
and arrested five men in connection 
with a series of recent break-ins in the 
Ardmc-fe and Dean Park areas.
It's the .second break-in case local 
RCMP have solved in the last three 
weeks. Last week RCMP recovered 
jewlery and silverware valued at 
more than $30,000 taken during a 
Jan. 30 break-in at a Lands End 
Road home. A California man is 
being held in Seattle in connection 
with that incident.
Police would not release the names 
of the men charged Saturday until 
they have made formal court ap­
pearances. The men four from 
Sidney and the other from Langley, 
and all in their late teens — arc 
scheduled to make tiieir fir.st court 
appearance Marcli 26.
RCMP Sgt. Bob Hobson said the 
five may he connecteii with us many 
us 17 break-ins dating buck to Dec. 
19. Hobson said RCMP cracked the 
case following a month’s in­
vestigation involving many hours of 
surveillance and investigative work 
by all members of the detachment,
Hobson said a “good majority” of 
tlie stolen property was “fenced” 
and the rest stored In various places. 
Some of the goods included a 
camera, barometer, numerous stereo 
sets and .speakers, chainsaws, radios, 
tapedecks, and three high-powered 
rillos.
‘Schools overcrowded in five years
Overcrowding will occur at many 
of the 20 schools in Saanich School 
District in the next five ycar.s ac­
cording to projections contained in a 
five-year plan presented to the board 
of trustees on Monday night.
Prepared by the senior ad- 
mini',trative -itaff with the I’idp of 
officials in many areas of the capital 
regional district, the report indicatc.s 
that nine schools will be in need of 
additional space, live in the north 
/.one of the district, three in the 
central /one and one in the south.
In .sonic instances the need for 
more space exists now, the plan
states, while in others, that point will 
not be reached umil 19B4 or 1985. 
Growth will continue after 1985, the 
report ndd,s, necessitating more 
district schools.
Schools where additions are now 
required arc Deep Cove, North 
Saanich, Sidney, Grccagladc and 
Keating. Parkland and Mount 
Newton will need more space by 1982 
and Stnnsbury and Stelly’s later on.
Expansion ot tlte Keating 
Industrial Park has increased the 
isolation of Mount Newton Scliool 
and access problems have intensified, 
t he locution of a new' building in u
new location is being investigated 
with belter student access and im­
proved facilities.
The district ow'ns a .site adjacent to 
the Pnnornmn Leisure Centre on East 
Saanich Road w'hlch is being con­
sidered as the .site of u fourth middle 
school. This nev/ :',chool v/oidd 
eventually accommodate some 500 
students although It W'otild house 
about 300 In its initial phase,
The growth ol the French im­
mersion program poses some 
problems for the school district, 
Should tlie program be contained at a 
single school, the report ask.s and
should tlie district select one 
elementary school for French im- 
mer.sion and, at a later stage, one 
middle t,chool for continuing the 
program in the higher grades,
Growth in the Brondmead area in 
the .southern part of tlie di.strict will 
bring new lot;, on the maikci and 
increase tlie scliool population all of 
which will affect Lochsicle, Royal 
Oak mid Claremont .schools.
While central and southern zones 
will continue to grow at a constant 
rate the northern part of the district 
is and will continue to be the centre 
of greatest growth, the plan main­
tains. Tim result is a seriou.s problem 
in the provision of aecummodation
one tltai will increase in intensiiy 
in the nc.si few ycat.s, Nhijoi concern 
is that most of the facilities there arc 
now over capacity or reaching that 
condition.
I he incieased cmiilia.sis on 
pliysical education is going to mean a 
demand for additional space in 
'•('I'loh;, the r.'pOrJ predli’f: Ttil«; will 
iiieaii increases in space at hoih 
Stelly’s and Claremont secondury 
schools.
whicli lias been officially recognized 
as Impoittmi by the school district 
through chef trainina at Sicily's and 
graphic commuaiciiiion.s at 
Parkland. Strongly endorsed by the 
provincial ministry, this type of 
program will, undoubtedly, make 
liacc dcmaiid.s on ihetUsulci.
l.enrning assistance program,s, 
food programs and changes required 
fui busiac;,:. education and the innux 
of computer irnining are all con­
sidered by the report,
Lnreer and vocmional education,
The report 
school board.
was (Idopied by (be
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Mr. Buildall offers a 
saving of per 
gallon — Feb. 26, 
27, 28 Only on
1fDliRWiS¥limCIC
Could be steel
Continued from Page 1
SUPER
If your H&R Block- 
prepared tax return 
is questioned, we 
step in to represent 
; you to the district 
taxation office, all 
year round, at no 
I extra cost.
We know all the
miNT.
tax laws, and we double-check your return 
before you sign it.
We'll take your place, because nothing can 
take the place of good solid service.
This year be sure.
THE INCOME TAX SPECIALISTS
HaR BLOCK-
1,SCRUBBABLE 
SUPER LATEX FROM OI L.
We can help you with 
B.C. Tax Credits.
A4 Marina Court 
9343 - 2nd St.
Sidn@y Ph. 656-2411
,, Open: Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.nn. to 6:00 p.m. 
Sat. 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
No Appointment Necessary
holding their annual July 1 parade 
again this year. Council agreed to the 
application for the parade, the 
tentative route being, Sidney 
Elementary school to Beacon 
Avenue, down Beacon to Third, 
north from Third to Henry, and 
Henry back to the school.
Society president Roberta Dunbar 
said in a letter to council the route 
should provide a better marshalling 
area and alleviate traffic problems on 
Beacon.
• Bob Ward, of C.R. Ward and 
Associates, wrote Sidney council 
noting lack of enough berths for 
boats and ships in Sidney is “causing 
severe economic setbacks” to his 
business.
Ward said he is unable to .sell new 
boats because there is no place to 
berth them, while at the same time he 
is unable to bring one and possibly 
two survey ships here because of lack 
of berthing facilities.
Ward said he has also received
notice from the owners of the Pacific 
North West Explorer — an 80- 
passenger cruise boat starting 
operation this summer. He said the 
owners would like the cruise ship to 
stop overnight in Sidney on the 
weekly tour, but cannot because of 
the “existing dilapidated facility.”
“We are all losing a lot of business 
revenue and employment with this 
situation and delays will prove 
costly,” he wrote.
Ethier said,' “I don’t know what 
Mr. Ward expects of this council.” 
Sealey said the “dilapidated facility” 
is federal government property, 
“which we have absolutely no say
m.
•Sealey declared March Diabetes 
Month in Sidney.
• Martin asked that any residents 
interested in events during Canada 
week this July to contact council. 
Martin also moved council twin with 










This is the incredible latex you can scrub clean ■ 
again and again. Even the Super Latex Flat stands 
Lifi to repeated scrubbings without breaking 
down. Both semi-gloss and flat come in 115'i 
rich, decorator colors that are easy to appis' and 
wash up with soap and water.












lust ask luiidairs team of expert
At Butler Brothers we stand behind everything we sell. 
Serving tfce commMmty for over SO years.
Sonimt
Soup of the Day 
or
Sunshine Salad














11:30 -2:30 p.m. 
We will be carving 
a hip of beef 





"Stay with us “








committee has begun to 
study plans for the 
beautification of the 
Brentwood business area 
which will include or­
namental plantings of 
flowers and such trees as
Winner of
The Lion’s Club 400






2476 Mt. Newton X.Rood 652-l>46





Japanese cherry and 
variegated Dogwood.
The proposal calls for 
interspersed blooming 
species whose branches 
occur at a minimum 
height of six feet to 
ensure appropriate 
visiblity for motor 
vehicles as well as 
policing activities.
Committee com­
mended such local 
businessmen as the 
owner of Bolster Service 
Station whose property, 
fronting on Wallace 
Drive, has been land­
scaped at his own ex­
pense.
“It is an excellent 
development and 
example of good 
citizenship. . ah ex­
traordinary work by a 
private citizen,” said 
Aid,: Ruth Arnaud.
Aid. ; Dick Sharpe, 
also praised the mer­
chants ,! of Trafalgar 
Square for the attractive 
landscaping of their 
shopping centre which is 
maintained at thier own
expense.
Bowlers
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Whether you buy your Autoplan decals 
and plates at the Motor Vehicle Branch or 
from your local ICBC Agent listed below.
For Friendly, Efficient Service and Advice, 
let Donald and Tom Sparling look 
after your Autoplan renewal.
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Sparling Real Estate Ltd.
2489 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C. 
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AllDMORF. COI.F COURSE, 930 Ardmore Ur. mid 
West Siimilch Road, Sidney 
A cozy, 9-holer, ideal for families. Bcnutiful scenery 
iiiul special twilight rates for 9-hole game. Clubs and 
cart rcmals — picnic and barbecue faciliiics -- 
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ST.'iturdity 10 a m • 10 p rti
fiR6-411!5
23M BEACON AVE.
RRIlNTWOOU INN, 7172 llreiitwood Drive, 
Rreniwood. 652-2413,
SIDNKV TRAVELOIKJi;, 2280 Rencoii Ave., 
Sidney. 6S6-1176.
In Tbe Cabaret every Friday and Saturday nlgln, 
9:00 |i,m. 10 2:00 u.m., Rock & Roll «St Country 
tvlu.iic.
r'eatitring in I be lounge. Ray Marqitciie, Guiinr 
Vocalist, R'.IX) p.m. to midnigbi,
'I'llF MARINKIISI MUSEUM -- A must to see 
when in Sidney —• an Outsiandlng Maritime and 
Nauiical Collection — located next to the Clipper 
Inn, 2,554 Bevan. I’h«nc656*ri633. 
llmirs; Daily 10 a.m. lo 4 p.m. SHnday.s 1 to 4 p.m. 
Closed Tuesday and Wednesday.
Shirley Bamford and 
Wally White of Miracle 
Lancs bowled 197 pins 
over their average at the 
provincial hi/lo finals in 
Maple Ridge last week lo 
finish third in the 50- 
teum competition. The 
local duo were just 71 
pins back of tlie leaders.
Meanwhile, Sharon 
Rye rolled 158 pins over 
her average to take the 
“Queen of the Lancs" 
award, Princesses arc 
Sharon Mobey with 142 
pins over and Barb 
I.iimatliai 146 pins over.
rifty-four girls look 
pan in the loiirnament, 
and prizes were supplied 
by Sidney Hotel, Sidney 
Floral Gallery, Styletone 
Cleaners, Sidney Villa 
Coiffures, Alan 
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Sidney-North Saanich chamber of commerce 
went on record Thursday against Chevron 
Canada’s proposed Hatch Point oil tank farm in 
Saanich Inlet.
In a near-unanimous vote, the chamber agreed 
to send a letter to Hugh Curtis, Finance Minister 
and MLA for Saanich and the Islands, opposing 
any increase in tanker traffic through Satellite 
Channel.
The chamber motion pointed out there are 
'‘alternate means of servicing the area, in par­
ticular Duke Point” industrial park in Nanaimo.
One chamber member pointed out that 
everyone wants the oil tank farms out of
downtown Victoria, but no one is willing to 
accept them in their own area.
‘‘1 don’t see what harm there is,” he said, 
referring to the Hatch Point proposal.
John Marsh added that the chamber should 
take a “constructive” look at the proposal. He 
said he doesn’t necessarily support the Hatch 
Point site, but every day the tank farm is delayed 
costs more than $200,000.
But Bob Ward said the provincial government 
developed the Duke Point complex for things like 
the oil tank farm, and it should be placed there, 




Top distance runners 
from the Mainland and 
Victoria area will be 
competing Saturday in 
the fourth leg of the 
eight-series CP Air- 
Addidas Grand Prix 
road and cross-country 
series of races.
The Prairie Inn 
Harriers will be spon­
soring the local event 
which will begin at 
Centennial Park. 
Registration will be 
between eleven and 
twelve o’clock with the 
race starting at 12:30 
p.m.
There will be seven 
competitive divisions 
and two recreational 
sections and all will 
cover the same eight 
kilometre course which 
will run north on 
Wallace Drive, west on 
Newman, south on East 
Saanich Road, east on 
Mount Newton, south 
on Central Saanich 
Road and back to the 





The western separatist movement 
has officially arrived on the 
Peninsula — and it’s first target is the 
Sidney-North Saanich chamber of 
commerce.
Chamber member Bob Ward told 
the monthly meeting Thursday the 
newly-formed Western Canada 
chamber of commerce, a pro-western 
splinter group, has asked the local 
chamber for support and ideas.
Ward said the western chamber “is 
in response to demands we’re not 
getting fair representation in 
Ottawa.” He called the new chamber 
group “a breakaway movement in 
that sense.”
Ward added the local chamber has 
“re-established ties” with the B.C.
chamber of commerce and support 
of the western chamber group will be 
“a big issue” at the B.C. chamber’s 
annual general meeting in May.
As well, he said the North Van­
couver chamber of commerce has 
unanimously opposed the western 
chamber concept and has also asked 
the Sidney-North Saanich chamber 
of commerce for support.
Ward said some feel the new 
chamber group “is a separatist 
movement in the chamber of 
commerce.”
Chamber president Hank Vissers 
asked Ward to investigate the issue so 
chamber directors can make 





A 71-year-old Sidney 
woman was taken to 
Royal Jubilee Hospital 
with serious injuries 
Feb. 17 following a two- 
car collision on Pat Bay 
Highway.
Alice Willis, 2083 
James White Blvd.,
received multiple in­
juries when a car driven 
by her husband, 
Stewart, 71 was involved 
in a collision with 
another car on the high­
way at the southern link 
of McDonald Park 
Road.
Central Saanich 
zoning committee will 
recommend to council 
Monday that the 
Marchant Road 
government dock facility 
in Brentwood Bay be 
removed since the 
municipality does not 
fiave the funds to 
maintain it.
Aid. Dick Sharpe 
made the motion 
although admitting, "It 
may stir up a storm of 
local protest.”
“I hate t,o see 
.something that’s already 
there removed,” said 
Aid. Ruth Arnaud. 
“There aren’t that many 
places on the Brentwood 
waterfront that you can 
get down to.”
But Aid. George 
MacFarlanc told 
committee members, “I 
don't think the 
recreation budget can 
stand taking over the 
wharf. There is another 
government wharf 




ADVICE LISTEN TO HARRY HORN 
ON CFAX RADIO 1070
SAVE $$ ON LABOyH COSTS 
FOR REPAIRS
Bring in your Lawnmowers 
and Bototillers for Servicing 
by Sat., Feb. 28th while 
1980 prices are still in ef-
feet. AL’S
[SUPER LAWNMQWER
WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS H ■ 9
5481 Hamsterly Rd. N( till llOt'IIlt TIlllM"When ,011 re llie hrresl — Its M«ta 10 lilt lluihtilo” 658-8882
1981 International Year of Disabled Persons
1081 will locus attontion on tho cnpabllltioa o( disnblod persons and how they 
function In jobs with confidonco and skill. Tho Province of British Columbia is 
inviting applications for funding from Non-Profit Organizations oblo to provide 
training and omployrnont opportunities for disabled persons during tho Intor- 
notional Year of Disabled Persons. If your organization can provide disabled 
persons with an opportunity to learn worthwhile, marketable skills on tho job, you 
can apply for funding for wagon and other projoct expenses, Jobs may start after 
May 1 and tormlnnto on August 31, 1981, Funds are limited and tho deadline for 
applications is March 13. For complete details, contact any Ministry of Labour 
office. Provincial Agent, or the nearest Employment Opportunity Programs office
8(18 Uouglas SIfuot, Victoria, 8.C. VBW 21-0 307-T131
or dial Operator and ask for Zenith 2210, toll free.
Province Of Ministry
British Columbia of Labour
Employment Opporlunity Programs Branch
YrKi’X'wtv.-’v.'rt-,
mmsmii CORNER OF 
WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
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Up-beat news
There’s been a lot of up-beat news 
coming out of the Peninsula in the past 
few weeks. News of events which signal 
the change which is taking place in 
Sidney and environs and which will 
become more marked in the next few 
years.
-The breakwater-harbour waterfront 
project has moved out of the area of 
speculation and into the realm of reality 
-H- and about time. It’s not exactly a 
bird-in-the-hand yet but it’s on its way. 
The change it will make in the 
niunicipality may well be massive. And it 
is not too soon, as Aid. Ross Martin 
pointed out for potential developers to 
start mustering their resources.
' Aid. Martin has had a lot to do with 
this development but he is an end link in 
allong chain of people who have worked 
oh the development over the years. 
Engineer Bob Ward is another.
: And then there is the green light for a 
S3.5 million extended care addition to 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital which will 
be started in July. Fifty more beds to 
start with with provision for another 25 
later. That, too, wilt mean jobs for a lot 
of people many of them, hopefully, 
from this part of the world.
; 'A new fireball is being planned for 
(jentral Saanich and work on the new 
cdurthbuse if going ahead in Sidney 
lots doing and more on the drawing 
:bpardshHjy;;'..^T'i.T /^
: There’s a feeling of ambivalence 
about where we are these days. Are we in 
a period of affluence and prosperity? 
Are we on the lip of an economic break­
down with inflation leading the way to 
economic doom?
• No one seems to know. In this district, 
however, we seem to be living a pretty 
good life. A lot of people are placing 
their confidence in the future and their 
monev on the line.
It's only a boat and a jetty but it has the quality of a still-life painting - a sort 
of a quiet before the storm of summer and the influx of vessels from all over 
the world which will tie up in and around the Sidney seaboard.
letters
Thanks firemen
Last Saturday afternoon my wife had a bad fall 
on the road near Sidney fireball and fractured her 
pelvis. If it had not been for the efficiency and 
kindness of the firemen in the hall 1 don’t know 
what we would have done. We are from Ontario 
and w'ere about to go apartment hunting in 
Sidney.
They carefully put my wife on a stretcher and 
took her to the Saanich Peninsula Hospital. If I 
had had to drive her by car I’m sure I would have 
aggravated the injury’.
Many thanks for their kindness.
Leslie and Mary McLean 
Mattawa, Ont.
Recreation
There are several aspects of the proposed 
e.xpansion to the Panorama Leisure Centre, which 
have bothered me for some time, that I would like 
cleared up. I hope answers can be provided; I 
have also taken the opportunity to voice my 
opinion in this letter.
All the estimated costs used in. the feasibility 
study have been in 1981 dollars, includirig the cost ; : 
of construction, : pperation and maintenance,
; income, and ithe expected additional tax burden j : 
for the taxpayer. ! would like to see a better and . 
more realistic assessment of the real costs the;
^ ^ taxpayers would face; these costs should be;
' estimated using a cost of living scale, not 1981 
. 'dollars."’ T
What will the additional tax assessment for 
residents be after 1981, say for the next 10 years?
: r about the validity of the survey
undertaken to determine public opinion on the^ 
centre and the e.xpansion; I would like 
reassurance as to the accuracy of the results. As 
most of us know, certain criteria need to be met to 
carry out a meaningful public opinion poll, such 
as the number of people sampled must represent
population, random selection is important, 
percentage of discarded a.uestionnaires, unbiased 
preparation of the questions, etc.
Was the survey created and conducted by 
professional public opinion surveyors to 
guarantee a good, unbiased, and representative 
survey of public opinion?
In the surv’ey, were residents only asked 
whether new and improved facilities should be 
constructed or was reference also made to an 
additional tax increase that would be necessary to 
pay for this expansion? If mention w-as not made 
of the increased taxation, then, in my opinion, the 
results are not necessarily valid. Sure, everyone 
would like to have a full recreational centre with 
facilities to suit every’ need, but as the issue in­
volves paying for facilities with limited tax 
money, they haveio be very carefully chosen.
With regard to six racquet courts, why sLx? 
Why not three? The Victoria YMC.A has only five 
courts.
In the figures quoted for the estimated annual 
income for the centre, by far the greatest per­
centage of income.is expected to derive from the 
racquet courts (5100,000 out of 5167,060). How' 
w’as that income figure derived and w’hat statistics 
of expected court usage were used?
The w'ay I fugure it, with the charge for one 
court at S6 per 45-minute session. Assuming all 
six courts were used for 365 days of the year, each 
court would have to be used approximately eight 
times per day, everyday, to get an income of 
S105,000.:That is appro.ximately 48 - 50 sets per 
,day, every-day.
That figure seems high to me for such a small 
community where rhany people w'ho would use 
the courts probably commute to Victoria daily to 
work. Also, at 56 per session the relatively high 
court fee would prohibit many people from 
playing several times a week.
Although I personally have not used the 
YMCA courts, lam told that they are not fully 
used all the time (outside of peak periods). How 
can the taxpayers of North Saanich and Sidney 
justify more courts than the YMCA when 
Continued on Page 5 '
Book Chat
; By MARYKIERANS
; THE NEXT WHOLE EARTH
; CATALOG
; The publication of a new edition of the "Whole 
Earth Catalog" after a lap.se of five years, is an 
event of considerable interest. The pr-evious 
version, which sold 1,600,000 copies and earned a 
National Book .Award, served notice that the 
ideas of the counterciiltrrro were working their 
\vay into the mainstream. It wilt he interesting to 
see how this new edition's intluence is likely to
manife-a itvclf in the lOkO’s
■ This 680 page folio is a splendid catalog, and a 
useful tool, It's announced purpose, which has
not changed ii\ the 12 y ears since the first edition.
is to list aird promote materials that help in­
dividuals "to coirduct their own education, find 
their owit inspiratioir. shape their own en­
vironment,’’ Towards tliis end, it provides in­
formation not only such obvious areas as 
farming, home reiiair, crafts, nomadic travel and 
personal health, but also on more than abundred
wide-ranging, open-ended topics .such as 
philosophy, nature, eco-ethics, sex and 
civilization.
Since the catalogue, is imaginatively organized 
and illustrated, and consists largely of recom­
mended books and tools, turning its pages is akin 
to browsing through a combined book and 
hardware store — in other words, great fun. 
.Along with the fun, the reader cannot help but be 
impressed by the abundance of solid fact, ob­
viously the result of devoted effort by an energetic 
■;taff.
If you look up beekeeping, for example, you 
will find names and addresses of bee-supply 
houses; the name, address and subscription price 
of beekeepers magaziites; information about 
where to get plants that bees like, and reviews of a 
half-dozen of what one can tell arc possibly the 
best available books about beekeeping.
The book res lews that constitute a large part of 
tlte catalog arc worthy of special mention. They 
consist of a few sentences by tbe critic, followed
looking back
50 YEARS ,AGO:
From llu’ Felt. 26, 19.11, Issue of The Review.
Eileen .Icffrey, a student at North Saanich high 
school, hu’v been named winner of the essay 
competition sponsored by the North Saanich 
Service Club, and wilt be awarded the silver 
medallion which Lieut. Ciov, R, Randolph Bruce 
Offered through the service club as first prize in 
lire competition, Srudcriis from more tlsan 2tX1 
Vancouver Island schools took part.
For some months the public in the vicinity of 
the airport have been looking forward to the time 
when they would be able to dance to the music 
(swing and sweet) of the orchestra of the Patricia 
Bay Station, RCAE. By kind permission of the 
commanding officer, wing commander L.E. 
Wray, the orchestra has announced a dance for 





. .(13.4) 16, Feb,
, .(2.6) 22, Feb. 
................8.2
Snow , ..






Total for Year .......... 129.5
LONG TERM AVERAGES
Meon Max.. ................ 8.4 Record Min. ■ 11.1) l6Feb. '56
Record Max. (15.0) 16. Feb.,''47 Mean Temp .............. 4.7
Mean Min. . ................1.0 Precipitation ............225.0 Chapel of Roses
40 YEARS AGO:
From the Feb, 26, 1941, issue of I he Kevievv,
' CiALIANC) ISLAND -....M.ix' Enke. well
known: Victoria and Oaliano bu‘.|iiu'ssmun who 
was reported interned by the Clenitans when they 
invaded Belgium, has written iris wife in'Victoria. 
He is imt'risoned in the s.mu- ,ramp in Upper 
Sile>>irr ;r't rite fam<sits ntolior P ri V','od(“hou<'*
.30 YEARS AGO!
F rom the Feb. 28,1951, Isjsue of The Review.
The fixed rate of eight mills for general 
operating e.xpcnses for vSehool District No, 63 will
i'c vUliliiiticd iii qlu Utiolgaiiizcu Ic.’liluf,* ul
North Saanich for the year 1951.
E.F. Forneri, longtime retired Sidney resident, 
was elected chairman of the hoard of trustees of 
Sidney S\ aterworks District for 19.51. He succeeds 
Ci.lL Goddard w hose term expired recently.
by extensive e.xcerpts from the work itself - sort of 
a cross between a review and a digest, and totally 
captivating.
The catalog has been completely reworked and 
is iir detail, if not in design, substantially new, Of 
the approximately 2.700 items covered, only 750 
were included in previous editions. The editors 
have made a determined effort to change with the 
changing times. Domes have practically disap­
peared. along with free schools, China and black 
culture. Solar energy, of course, receives much 
more attention than it did 5 year:- ago, a*, do “^rreh 
other subjects as care of the dying, calculators 
and computers.
Self-reliance is what Whole Farth is all about, 
and the response to this new edition has already 
been dramatic. Curious to think of so many of 
those 1960's values reappearing in new forms in 
the 1980’s.
THE NEXT WHOLE EARI H C.Al ALOG is
now available from the Sidney-North Sanich 
Branch of the Riigional Library,
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Wed., March 4 
7:30 p.m. Bible Stuay 
& Prayer Meeting
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ALL ARE WELCOME





792 Sea Dr. . 
Brentwood Bay
Sunday, March 1 
Quinqiiagesima
8:30 a.m. Communion 
11:00 a.m. Morning 
Prayer




A.L. Isaat (i32-2l ,ifV 
A.S. Mr Neii 
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11:00 am, Sunday 
Scnooi
5am Communion
Rev, l\,in Fuller 
hV.'-JHlZ 
Ol'fke (.V>.4 111 




From the Feb,22, I'Xil, Ixsueof The Review.
.Another link with the early days of Sidney 
Village is being demolished on 2nd Street. The , 
wooden struv'iure opposite Sidney Furniture 
which belongs to Bill Laird, vvjvs at one time the 
residence of Captain Sears, skipper and part- 
owner of the iil-fated prissenger-freighter, 
Iroquois. The name of the captain is closely 
connected witli the sea disa,ster in April, 1911, 
when the Iroquois sank at Canoe Pass near 
Sidiicy,
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
















From the Feb. 24, 1971, Iwue of The Review,
,A Sidney iiiiin and liiv wric jocueu two oc- 
cup,ints of a 14-foot boat which vvent aground on 
a reef off Roberts Bay Feb, 21. The boat, owned 
and skippered hv .Arthur Mason of Sidnev, was 
driven onto the rocks shortly after 6 p.m , Sund,iiy, 
Sidney RCMP were notified, hut as their boat was 
not in commidinn, thev requested l.ortte Rosco 
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Dennis j. Paap, Pastor 
Off. & Res. 656-7484 
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Third St., Sidney 
Sunday, March 1 
Quinquagesima 
8:00 a.m. Communion 
11:00 a.m. Choral 
Eucharist (Sunday 
School, Nursery) 
7:15 p.m. Evensong 




Rev. David Fuller, Rector
Office: 656-5322 
Res.: 656-7669
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Panorama Leisure Centre 
(upstairs Lounge) 
1885 Forest Park Road 
Sunday




7:30 p.m. Home Study 
Groups
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serving Central Saanich
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Conlinetl from Pat>e4
projctions for income are based on full usage in 
an aea of lower population density then Victoria 
whee courts are not fully used?
Fially, a very sore point with me is the 
propsed restaurant. This service is already very 
well provided for in the community. It has 
noting to do with fitne,ss and recreation. 1 
peronally would not entertain guests by taking 
Ihea to the leisure centre for dinner. And 1 would 
hop that my tax dollars can be better spent in a 
moe meaningful and truly community manner.
Wlat is the justification for use of our tax dollars 
to onstruct and operate a restaurant?
have no objection to an expansion of the 
conmunity recreational facility and, in fact, 1 feel 
thre is a definite need for a gymnasium/fitness 
ana as well as some activity rooms. However, 1 
d( object to the presently proposed expansion 
wh'Kh includes a restaurant and six racquet 
coups.
I ook forward to answers to my questions 
raised in this letter and 1 thank you for your 
consiiieration.
L. Owens 
8927 Haro Park Terrace
Don’f sing at him !
Walking up Beacon Avenue recently 1 became 
'.lightly out of breath and stopped in a small 
electiieal store to talk over a minor matter of a 
malfunctioning gimmick. The manager and his 
wife (or the proprietors) gave me a pleasant smile, 
offered me a seat and their willing help with my 
mechanical trouble.
1 left feeling 1 had been well served and had 
made a business friend. They tried personally to 
help me and they convinced rue of their sincerity, 
which printed notices such as “It has been a 
pleasure to serve you” or ‘Tlease drop in again’, 
mixed up with notices wHch indicate that the 
store detective IS WATCHING, do not convey.
1 felt that if the big$est, most advertised, 
grande.st emporium openei up on Beacon Avenue 
selling the same goods esen for a few cents less I 
would still return there.
Some time ago whm we were fairly new 
Canadians my wife sav in a large store “Grab- 
hag, take one”,so shedid, and took it home; in 
the same store at a law date 1 picked up a variety 
of articles and then sptted some pencils which I 
needed (value 58 cent) and quite absentmindedly 
put them in my breastpocket.
In both cases the;rrors were rectified as soon 
as they/we respecti'ely became aware of them, 
but what horrifies ne is the thought of what could 
liave ensued had w: been spotted by one of their 
so called store “cetectives” or their Orwellian 
computerised “bg brother” type criminal cat­
ching gadgets, ued only because they wish to. 
dispense with as liany employees as possible.
1 am making I solemn threat— one of thbsc 
days 1 am goin^ to publicise a simple conjuring 
trick that will efive their management and their 
television spies.mad! For that matter it would be 
the easiest thin; to organize a few acquaintance.s 
to put small it;ms in pockets and bags, have all 
the store det.’ctives watching them and then 
honestly pay for them at the checcout counter.
1 am also tad and despondeft that only one 
large store (ai the upper end of Beacon Avenue) 
sees fit to i acconunodatc its senior citizen 
customers by making available some chairs for 
the patiently awaiting spouses. My true com­
pliments to them. Of course 1 (now all of the 
banks do have chairs, upholstend arm chairs at 
that, but then you are left to lock at the pictures 
of cr, pictures of ? well, I don’t know what they 
are pictures of . . . some of then' look like copies 
of phoney Picassos or attempti at modern art 
done with colored felt pens iy my youngest 
grandchild with the edges toichcd up by a 
professional sign painter.
In the same way that iron bffs do not a prison 
make, colored stripes do not .t picturemake. 1 
suppose I am oldfashioned bu 1 think such art is 
more applicable to the Hag cfsign department of 
a newly independent mini-stae.
En passannt; on banks, what .about tho.se 
television commercials? Tie stid thing is that
Till? uninistakeahli? chani 
of particularly good lasc 




some time the employees try to imitate them and 
it doesn’t seem to come off, 1 do hope the day 
won’t come when they will sing at us, 1 will be so 
embarrassed.
All of the above constitutes a plea for more 
small business patronage in Sidney and a bouquet 
to their proprietors or managers for their sincerity 
and Sidney pleasantness which was remarked 
upon by a house guest from Rio who came here 
for change and excitement.
G.T. Chisletl 
9 Norgarden Court 
2296 Henry Ave.
Counselling Centre
We were pleased to see the article about 
Community Counseling Centre in last week’s 
Review. 1 wish to emphasize that the Centre is 
cooperatively run by the board of directors (all 
community-based people) with my assistance in 
coordination, with the office managed in a most 
friendlv manner bv Linda Brewin, and with the 
dedicated work of the volunteer counsellors. 
Backing the board are the members of the C.C.C. 
Association. Anyone in the area who is interested 
in the centre’s work is invited to become a 
member, 'flie fee is $8 for a family, S5 for in­
dividuals.
A correction of fact: 1 am a counsellor, not a 
psychologist and my graduate work was done at 
the University of Alberta.
Barry Wyckham, who held this post before me, 
has been most helpful and welcoming as has the 
office staff, board, and membership. 1 look 
forward to my increasing involvement with this 
comm unity.
Yours sincerely, 
Gloria Deming, Coordinator 
9813 Fifth Street, Sidney
Many Mirrors
Thank you for having publi.shed the major pan 
of my letter to you last week and for your ac­
companying timely editorial on your perception 
of the role of community new'spaper.
1 would like, however, some further 
clarification of your analogy of newspaper acting 
as a mirror.
1 have observed that there are many types of 
mirrors, some of which are very selective of the 
wave lengths they reflect. There are some mirrors 
that magnify and others that diminish objects, 
and, of course, there are also the fun-house types 
of mirrors that totally distort everything. But 
even the finest, optically flat, front surface mirror












2328 Hirbour Rtl. 
Sidiiiy? RC,
Your new policy in the editorial column of 
immediate rebuttal for select readers’ letters is 
intriguing. Letter writers realize that the editor 
has the last word, but surely you are assuming the 
role of a radio talk show host and exhibiting more 
than a little paranoia by rushing your final 




We would like to take this opportunity to thank 
all those who attended our public mehing re: the 
new fishing regulations held at the Royal 
Canailian Legion hall Monday, Feb. 16th, 1981.
.Mso our apologies are certainly extended to the 
hundreds of concerned fishermen who were 
unable to get into the meeting and were either 
turned away at the door or at the gate to the 
parking lot.
In view of the fact that this was one of the first 
public meetings, on this matter, on the lower part 
of the Island, the response was far greater than we 
expected. When it was realized, a couple days 
prior to Monday, that our accommodations may 
be inadequate, attempts were made to obtain a 
larger hall but to no avail.
Once again we apologize to those that were 
turned away however we say thank you for your 
obvious support.
Also our thanks to the Royal Canadian Legion, 
Branch 37, and to Mr. George Caldwell for their 
time and assistance. Tony Rose
Sidney Anglers Assoc.
Sat., Feb. 28th at 
9843 2ni St., Sidney
(Marina Court 656-2321)
SPECIAL ON ALL PERMS
UNTIL MARCH 31st, 1981
Blanche Gingrich and staff extend an invitation to all 
their friends and previous clientelle to come and see 
our new premises. Coffee & donuts: “Drop by and say 
hi!”
- EVERYONE WELCOME -
SELLINO Wm HOOSI IS HyiBEII 1 WITH OS
Time Tor fitness 




We're the Neighbourhood Protessionals'" on the Peninsula. When you list 
with our CENTURY 21'"' oflice, you'li get expert advice on every aspect of sell­
ing your house on today's market.'We'll shov^ you how to cope with high in­
terest rates, explain alternative linancing and seller financing.
We have 21 ways to help your home sell taster — ''We'll give our word to 
you." Ask about our ACTION WARRANTY. Call me today lor your no obligation 





• inv(><;tment Income 1 "Capital Gains
"FarniersL'-sv;:;.
• Fishermen
• RentaTlncome j * Commission Sa!es& Expenses
8603 Moxon Terrace, Sidney
V8L1K8
3660
After 5 p.m. mmm
GRADE A BONELESS SCHNEIDER’S MOZZARELLA
Chuck Steak Cheese (buih) id
SCHNEIDER’S HAM & CHEESE





Skinless Breakfast or ^ _






Broccoli ... . .. lb.
























C NESTLE ALL VARIETIES
Pudding 4-501.tins
BOUNCE 40’s SHEET











Rhubarb Pie 24 01.
% *13S
Wednesday, February 25, 981
In store
Coupon when applied to the purchase price of the 
Coupon item available in our stores.
Offer limited to one coupon per purchased item.
















We reserve the right to limit quantities. Sales in Retail Quantities Only.
'fr'Mj This ad effect ive Monday through Saturday February 
23rd to 28th in your Frinndly Sidney Safeway Store.
! i: ' '1 OPEN SUNDAY 10 AM to 5 PM CANADA SAFEWAY LIMITED
.yyff.-NWii


























































CHm, Litre : 1L_.... ' ' J:
CATFOOD
S A $1 00
Safeway Asst’d.-iHs* W ' fm '■ ■'
■ iMgtin............ H TOi m
LIQUIDDETERGENT
. ——,■ „ ■" ■ ■ ■ '




PRICED RIGHT AT SAFEWAY


























A’AvaiUble front all slidti Evcept 110 slie or Unusual Sires 









tolid teak handle 
Sivlmtonelinini...
$1^49
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jbiuw
Check our complete line of Cookware
^ ... .... - —- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Prices Effective 
February 23 to 28.1981
in your Friendly 
Sidney Safeway STore
“w7rcsorve tlio riglil to limit quantities. Sales In Retail Quantities Only.






Us FURNACE & STOVE Oil.
, * LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED" 2 ^ 1.J. _ LOCAL BILLING
« DEPENDABLE AUTOMATIC DELIVERY









Leave between April 9 to lune 5th 
Return up to June 18/81
RETURN FARES FRORS VICTORIA
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CALSARY 
SAStCATOON.
. . . .... ...... .^98®- +TAX




^ Sail Club Results 
Feb. 16/81 lOyi miles
1 MADELEINE












swimmers showed their 
stuff Feb. 14 and 15, 
capturing top spot in one 
section and second in 




The North Saanich 
squad beat out 19 other 
schools to take the 
Victoria Times Cup as 
overall winner ' in the 
championship meet. The 
locals scored 352 points, 
eight better than runner- 
up Hillcrest, and 47 





OF THE WEEK 
Q. 1 started a business on 
July 1, 1980. Dot have to 
report income from this 
business on my 1980 
return.
A. No, you do not unless 
you adopted a fiscal year 
end date that fell in 1980. 
When you start a 
business you may select 
any dale for the end date 
of a fiscal year, except 
that the fiscal period can­
not exceed 12 months. 
You will be taxed on your 
income for that fiscal year 
only in the calendar year 
in which it ends.
Marina Court 
9843 - 2nd Street 
656-2411
B-aaR BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX SPECIALISTS
shared the victory with 
almost every swimmer 
making it to the finals.
Earlier in the weekend 
the novice swimmers 
collected 435 ■ points, 
good enough for second 
spot in the 20-school 
novice meet, just 19 
points short of St. 
Michaels University 
School/Norfolk House. 
Mount Newton placed 
ninth in both meets.
Some of the North 
Saanich winners in­
cluded Ryley Swanson, 
first in the boys eight 
and under 25 metre 
freestyle; Kathy Scott, 
second in the girls eight 
and under 25 m 
freestyle; Lorraine 
Longstaff, first in the 10 
and under girls 25 m 
freestyle; Andrea 
Sigurdson, third in 11 
and 12 girls 25 m 
freestyle; Shauna 
Swanson, sixth in 11 and 
12 girls 25 m freestyle;
Darren Noble and 
Terry Dean, first and 
second in 11 and 12 boys 
25 m freestyle; Lara 








14 girls 25 m freestyle; 
Tammie Scott, seventh 
in 13 and 14 girls 25 m 
freestyle; Kathy Scott, 
first in girls eight and 
under 25 m backstroke; 
Lorraine Longstaff, 
second in girls 10 and 
under 25 m backstroke; 
Terry Dean, first in 11 
and 12 boys 25 m 
backstroke; Andrea 
Sigurdson, third in 11 
and 12 girls 25 m 
backstroke;
Lara Melville, first in 
13 and 14 girls 25 m 
backstroke; Tracy 
Patterson, and Debbie 
Sigurdson, third and 
fourth in 13 and 14 year 
old girls 25 m 
backstroke; Ryley 
Swanson, third in eight 
and under boys 25 m 
breaststroke; Darren 
Noble, first in 11 and 12 
boys 25 m breastroke; 
Ian Soellner, fourth in 
same event; Tracy 
Patterson, third in 13 
and 14 girls 25 m 
breastroke; Mark 
Bowler, seventh in 13 
and 14 boys 25 M 
breastroke.
Peninsula Eagles Tier 
II Midget Rep hockey 
club split their two 
games this weekend, 
bombing Vic-
toria/Esquimalt in­
tercity 9-4 Saturday in 
Esquimau before 
dropping a close 3-2 
decision to Fuller Lake 
Flyers Sunday at home.
Jeff Shaw’s two goals 
and two assists paced the 
locals in the fir.st game. 
Teammate Murray 
Harper also added a pair 
of markers and one 
assist, . while Paul 
Wallace added a single 
goal and two assists.
Rick Puckett, Mike 
Howell, Dan Girard and 
Darren Tomlin each 
chipped in single 
markers.
Jeff Gilmour sparked 
the Victoria/Esquimalt 
attack with a hat trick, 
while Peter Grant added 
the other goal.
Meanwhile, Fuller 
Lake’s two first period 
goals lifted that squad to 
victory Sunday. The 
Eagles responded with a 
goal in each of the 
second and third 
periods, but they weren’t 
enough as the Flyers also
pumped in a third period 
marker — the winner.
Dan Girard and Tim 
Shumka netted goals for 
the Eagles, with assists 





Travis Peeble, Doug 
Gunderson and Troy 




Glen Meadows rinks 
captured three of four 
events this week at the 
annual Glen Meadows 
Senior Men’s Bonspiel. 
The wins were the first- 
ever for local seniors in 
their own bonspiel.
Dave Pugh’s local 
foursome took the B 
event with a win over 
Oak Bay’s H. Johnston 
rink in the final. Pugh’s 
foursome included J. 
Milbrath, J. Elliott and 
F. Beckett.
In C action it was D. 
Locke’s Glen Meadows 
rink winning over the 
Kerry Park rink under 
skip L. Edgson. The 
Locke rink was just too
Sfetoeltoi
® GOLDSMITH 
® WATCH REPAIRS 
® DIAMOND
APPRAISALS
BEACON PLAZA MALL 
Sidney, B.C. 656-6012
steady for Edgson and 
closed out this game in 
just eight ends.
Other members of 
Locke’s rink included L. 
Parent, W. Wilson and 
W. Weir.
In the D event, Glen 
Meadows’ R. Smuland 
went to last rock to top 
Oak Bay’s L. Fulton 
foursome. Members of 
the winning club were A. 
Effa, L. Briggs and F. 
O’Connor.
Finally, H. Powell of 
Racquet Club was the 
overall winner, taking 
the A event from Vic­
toria Curling Club’s G. 
Taylor.
Powell took ad­
vantage of some misses 
by Taylor in the last ends 
to win in only nine ends.
A total of 32 teams 
took part in the bon­
spiel.
PBfwaPBntan^®
Th« C«nMi*>T ’no*«>n«n1 lot pwioriAl lilnoti
In order not to waste a lot of time fishing where the fish are 
not, here are a few hints on how to find them: a) Fish tend 
to seek shelter and find feed in “ back eddies” — the area 
sponsored by :: where water comes "around.a. point, or, obstructiori and , 
Van jcl© ^ iT b) Sharp drop offs and other abrupt
-g . " changes.in depth often hide fish, c) Tide tines are easy to
mdrinS spot by noting lines of debris on the water. They concen­
trate bait and fish, d) Sea birds are often a good barometer 
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Factory Authorized Repair Shop lor
OMC
Also VOLVO KEP/llllS
* Spring Service on Drive 'Engine Rebuilt
'Tune Up 'Hydraulic Trim Tabs
'New & Rebuilt Sterndrive 'Fresh Water Cooling Kits
'Re-Power — Spring Special --
One Full Year Warranty when we rebuild your engine or drive
656-1221
2075 Tryon Rd., Sidney open 7 days a Week
at Westport Marina Mon. • Fri. 9-5 Sat. - Sun. 9-2
. THE TIDE GUIDE
Brought to you through the courtesy of
^hoh wh-qtc marim
, new and used ® sail and power
656*7286 10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR









Time Ft. Time Ft. Time Ft. Time Ft.
0330 8,0 ()9I0 1640 4.5,',
0105 9.0 (Vi50 8,6 0940 9.5 1740 4.1
0225 9.5 0f)20 8.8 1010 9.3 1820 3,6
0305 9.8 0745 8.8 1110 9.2 1920 3.1
0350 10,0 0840 8.7 1205 9.2 2010 2,6
(HJ5 10.2 0910 8.4 1320 9.4 2045 2.2






Accominodaios 4 adulls anti 3 childicn easily. L'asy to laumJi. fasy lo handle, 
Easy to Itoach twin kool, Gall riqflod, Trailorahlfi, Flolallon cells, Fun to sail, 
Virtually malntonanco froo Flbreqlas's,
Length: 15'0", Boam; 6'0", Uiall; r k
Come and see them nt;
SKOOKUM MANUFACTURING LTD.
2072 Henry Ave,, Sidney 656*7311 or 656-7664 







make new flares 
mandatory on 
vessels.
Are your flares up to
see mem a.
Came Cove Mama Ltd.
HARDWARE STORE,
Opon 7 days a weak till 4:30
2300 Canoe Cove Road
SERVICE DEPT.
‘‘HARD TO FIND”
36' Canoe Cove Challenger 
Sedan. Twin Bedford Diesels, 
3.5 gal. per hr, at Cruise. Fur­
nace, Radio's & Sounders, Boat 
in oxcolicnl condition 






Duo to octivity on resale boats wo are short of listings and liave clients in- 
terostod In piircliasing. Listings of all sites required.
Cafloe Cove YacM Sales
658-5711
2300 Canoe Cove Road 




•NOW IS THE TIME to bring your boat to us tor wintoF 
servicing
•Dry land storage and haul outs 
•Authorized repair shop tor
Johnson, OMC, Volvo, Morcriiisor
•Allspeed Aluminum Trailer at clearance prices
10134 McDonald Park Rd. 
Sidney 656-7023
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By JIM TANG
It’s Brier time again, and with all 
the pressures that the annual com­
petition between the provincial men’s 
curling champions brings there will 
be none greater than those on 
Manitoba’s Kerry Burtnyk. He faces 
the not inconsiderable task of vin­
dicating Jack Matheson, the veteran 
Winnipeg curling reporter who was 
sports-editor of the Tribune when it 
became extinct last year.
It all started when Doug Maxwell, 
publisher of the Canadian Curling 
News, was asked during a European 
visit who he thought would be the 
next Canadian men’s curling 
champion and an.swered that “there 
must be a couple of hundred can­
didates.’’
That was more than enough to 
arouse Matheson to peaks of in­
dignation. And derision. His 
response could have been for effect, 
but Manitobans do have a tendency 
to be a bit dogmatic about curling 
and it has often been charged that 
their big start in the Brier stakes 
brought with it a superiority complex 
which hasn’t diminished although the 
Manitoba dominance of the 
Canadian final ended almost a 
quarter of a century ago.
Be that as it may, there is no doubt 
but that Matheson was offended by 
Maxwell’s comment that the winning 
of the Brier Tankard is a wide-open 
affair.
“Garbage, tripe and balderdash,” 
he exploded in print. “1 can think of 
only 14 skips in Canada who have a 
chance . . . and one of them will win 
the 1981 Brier in Halifax. Other 
candidates are wasting their time.”
Matheson’s explanation was 
simple enough.
“You start,” he wrote, “by 
eliminating all rinks east of Thunder 
Bay.” And he also quickly 
eliminated Northern Ontario 
although rating A1 Hackner, beaten 
finalist a year ago, and Larry Pineau 
at 25-1 and 30-1 respectively.
“That,” Matheson continued 
while giving the back of his hand to 
anything west of the Alberta border,
' “leaves only the prairie provinces, 
and it really does because B.C. 
doesn’t count and if they send one 
• more team of juvenile delinquents 
T they might kill the Brier altogether.”
On the basis of 40 prairie wins in 
the first 51 Brier Tankard 
showdowns. Matheson is on firm 
enough ground in predicting 
another prairie win. But Maxwell is 
not far out of line, if at all, in 
suggesting that Canada could ice as 
many as 200 rinks quite capable of 
w'inriing Canadian honors.
In the prairie urban centres of
Briar time again! \
Edmonton, Calgary, Saskatoon, 
Regina and Winnipeg, club and zone 
competition is normally tougher and 
deeper than the Brier round-robin.
Not only do each of the prairie cities 
have at least a dozen, or even two 
dozen, rinks good enough to win the 
Tankard if they could just get the 
chance to play for it. but there are 
dozens of rinks in smaller prairie 
communities with the same 
capability. .And the rest of Canada 
certainly can add a few quartets to 
the list of candidates.
Take Rick Folk as a for-instance.
He qualified out of “E” event in 
Saskatoon playdowns last year to get 
the chance to win Canadian and 
world honors. This year, although 
listed as the “probable” winner by 
Matheson, he lost his chance to 
defend at the club level.
Nor will Greg Baldersione, Murray 
Wells or Terry Obst, the only other 
Saskatchewan skips given a chance 
by Matheson, be throwing rocks at 
Halifax on Saturday when play opens 
in the 1981 Cai.aiian final. The 
wheat province will be represented by 
Bob Ellert’s rink. It's from 
Assiniboia.
Also missing at Halifax will be 
Eddie Lukowich, Paul Gowsell, Paul 
Devlin and Danny Fink, the .Albena 
quartet named in Matheson’s solid 
14. Their province’s entry will be 
skipped by Mel Watchorn, a veteran 
from Fairview.
But Burtnyk, who has had an 
outstanding season, did come 
through for Matheson in Manitoba 
and could well give him the chance to 
claim he was right on all counts. And 
if Manitoba, which probably rates 
the role of favorite this year, doesn’t 
make it in Halifax, the record cer­
tainly says the chances are good that 
the Tankard will be won by either 
Saskatchewan or Alberta.
Manitoba remains well out in front 
with a 361-133 record in Brier play 
and 20 Canadian championships, but 
Manitoba dominance can no longer 
be claimed. There were 15 Tankard 
captures in the first 27 years but there 
have been only five in the last 24, a 
span in which Alberta has won eight 
times and Saskatchewan six times.
Alberta, closing in steadily, ranks 
second to Manitoba in percentage of 
games \\on, .611 to .730, and Brier 
victories with 13. Saskatchew’an, also 
gaining, is third in percentage at .659 ; 
and has seven Canadian cham­
pionships although the first didn’t 
come until 1955.
British Columbia has the next-best 
won-loss record with 251 triumphs 
and 165 setbacks, but the .603 
percentage is not nearly as good as it
looks. There have been only two 
champions — Trail’s French 
D’.Amour in 1948 and the late Lyall 
Dagg of Vancouver in 1%4 — and 
the west coast province’s success has 
been against opposition which has 
failed to break even in Brier play. 
The B.C. record against the three 
prairie provinces is 46-82, and it's 20- 
22 against Ontario, the only other 
province with more victories than 
defeats.
Just the same, taking prairie 
supremacy for granted is not without 
some risk. The record also shows that 
B.C.. Ontario. Northern Ontario, 
Newfoundland and Quebec have 
been winners in the last 17 years, and 
that the prairies were shut out for 
three years starting with the Ontario 
win in 1975.
It also shows that the prairie rinks 















year in Calgary although Folk was 
clearly the deserving winner in the 
first Brier production by Labatts.
•Alberta and Manitoba, which was 
fifth at 6-5. both lost to Northern 
Ontario, Quebec and Nova Scotia in 
round-robin play. Northern Ontario 
then bested .Alberta in the playoff 
semi-final and against Folk m the 
final was only abut two shots away 
from a fourth eastern win in the last 
six years.
That another prairie victory is 
likely is certainly a reasonable 
presumption, but it’s not a lock. The 
Okanagan’s Barry .MePhee has raised 
hopes that B.C. w ill be in contention 
this year and Northern Ontario and 
Ontario could both worry Matheson.
The record for the first 51 years 










Open Every' Day At 11 A.A1
—Light Luncheons — Soft Ice Creann
Dine In « Take Ont
652-3622
p W’ L Pts.
494 361 133 .730
493 334 159 .677
492 324 168 .659
416 251 165 .603
493 2S2 211 .572
490 245 245 .500
66 30 36 .455
485 192 293 .396
486 182 304 .374
486 268 318 .346
414 128 286 .309
306 70 236 .229
46 28 18 .609






•Plaved first five years, city representation discontinued after 1931 Brier.
MoorFoneSATi^ mm
EiAWlEL
For Interior Trim, Doors,
Walls & Ceilings
• Smooth, even finish • Soil resista.nt







For Walls. Ceilings, 
Wallboard and Masonry
• Fast, edortless painting
• Dr>'S in less than 1 hour
• Selection of decorator 
colors
Benjamirr^^ i I 
Moore paints A A e*'-
finish Enarrd
OFCOME IN AMD SEE OUR SELECTIOfi 
WALLPAPER & MATCHING FABRiCS
Decorator’S:
Marina Court, 9843 - 2nd St., Sidney
[9:0010 5:30 Monday !o Saturday 656-2736
Glen Meadows seniors cu htjg.rLesident Vance 
Thompson [left] presentsto H. Powell 
rink of Racquet Cliib, .A event w inners in the 1981 
Glen Meadows Senior Men’s Bonpiel Friday.
Know Your Firemen To Sidney & Saanich Peninsula Friends
Thank You for Making 
Our First Year a Success
^lentrcof
If you have not yet browseH in our a?ntn\ ivc look fonvani to shou'ing 
won our excellent selection of local arts 6 crafts.
2447 BEACON AVE. HOURS









A mcinhcr of ilie Sidney Voliihtecr fire 
Departmeiil since 1970, John Kellei was bom 
and raised in Mission, B.C, where he joined the 
coiisirnction hrancli (.>f il'c B.C. Ministry ol 
l orests, In 1967 lie iransfcrrcd to their data 
piocessing group as a programmer and came to 
this p,ill ol the world in 1969.
\Vilh his wile, Ciuil, niul ihcir two thiughicrs, 
Donti and Dawn, John has been active in com­
munity affairs, He has served on several 
dcpaiI mental committees.
Flint Motoiw Ltd.





Complete Brake Service 
Valve Grinds 
Rewiring
Front End Alignment 
Auto Eleclric
A Good Time of Year to have those Lights Checked - Call in 


























NUTCHOS BENYLIN D M
zm 100 ml
WP PFRRRVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 
life! ' WHILE STOCKS LAST.
Prices Effective: Feb: 25th to March 1/81










Figure it out. ' t y
Mrs. Billie Clemett, 
7104 Brentwood Drive, 
Jan. 30 fired the 
peninsula’s first 
reported hole-in-one this 
year on the Ardmore 
Golf Course.
The rarity, which was 
a first for Mrs. Clemett, 
happened on the 125- 
yard ninth hole while she 
was playing with her 
husband Roy.
MAKE THE MOST OF MARCH
-Before Licenses come in.
- Before the Limit is cut.
Free Entry Hidden Weight Contest for Boat Rental 
Customers.
LOW SPRING RATES MIDWEEK
BRENTWOOD BAY BOAT RENTALS






How much your car takes
you for: (Fill in to find out)
Car payments:
Insurance:




How much it costs to take 
the Bus:
Cost of a monthly Bus Pass 
(unlimited rides)*
1 Zone 2 Zones
$18.00 $35.00
Total $13.00 or $35.00
*BUY YOUR MONTHLY BUS PASS NOW
V i
4. i'
Shocking, isn't it? Your car is costing you hundreds of 
dollars, maybe even thousands, a year. Think about 
what you could do with that extra cash. Because if you 
took the Bus, you'd be riding in first class style. Instead 
of being taken for a ride.
In If 81; come m and
Urban Transit Authority
Teachers want to resolve
We’ve been striving to draw the government’s 
attention to what we see as an injustice: the loss of 
inflation protection for retired teachers.
We believe our retired colleagues are entitled to full
teachers’ pension funds as a source of low interest 
money. This produces lower investment returns than 
other fair and sensible investment policies.
inflation.
We’re now in discussions with government. But we’re 
not being rigid.
A new approach
We have new information—*a report by an
consultants—that suggests new approaches to the 
pension fund investment policy.
soon.
We hope we’ll be able to reach a solution that 
satisfies everyone. We want to regain full indexing. 
And a written commitment to continuing negotiations 
on all pension matters.
But we cau't md we won^t abaudou 
ouf retired colleagues*
liritish Coliimlifii Teacheis’ Fedemllon
VICTORIA will almost certainly host a major
curling event within the next three years. If it isn’t 
the 1983 men’s world championship it will be the 
1984 Brier. The chance is there for the Canadian 
championship and making the bid will depend on 
whether the city is awarded the Silver Broom 
event. The Victoria Curling Club, it says here, 
would be better off ,with a second hosting of the 
Brier. The Silver Broom is in London, Ont., this 
year, the budget is in excess of $500,000 and a 
book of tickets costs $80 . . . this is the time of 
the year that major-league baseball players who 
didn’t do too well last season disclose that they 
had kept an Injury a secret. To date, the most 
unique alibi belongs to relief-pitcher Skip Lock- 
wood. who claims that not wearing his glasses last 
year caused a shoulder problem which affected 
his play. Not using his glasses, he says, caused 
him to squint to see the catcher’s signals, and this 
in turn caused muscle tension which went through 
his face and neck and into his shoulder. It sort of 
fits that he has opened a sports psychology clinic.
He could be his own best customer . . . not only 
exhibitors should be upset at the decision not to 
allow the annual boat show to rent Pacific 
Coliseum next year because it would in­
convenience NHL scheduling if the Vancouver 
Canucks didn’t have a home ice surface for 12 or 
13 days. The Canucks are indeed the principal 
tenants and they have accounted for most of the 
Coliseum revenue but they doii’t own the building 
and there wouldn’t be an NHL team in Van­
couver if someone hadn’t put it up . . . asked 
what it was like to play against Kareem Abdul- 
Jabbar, centre Mychal Thompson of the Portland 
Trail Blazers said “It’s like the Bahamas going to
war against Russia.’’
* * *
DOUG PEDEN, in this book the best all- 
rounder in Western Canada Athletic history, is 
about one working day away from retirement. He 
started his newspaper career at The Daily 
Colonist in 1950, if memory serves, and was 
sports editor of the Victoria Times for 26 years.
He’s currently catching up on accumulated 
holidays and overtime and the end won’t be 
official until May 1 . . . it’s a bit amazing to read 
that St. Louis Blues are the comeback team of the 
NHL season. Inasmuch as they were trailers two 
seasons ago and last season wound up at .500, 
they didn’t have anything to come back to. Most 
improved fits . . . and then there ii Tom Lar- 
scheid, who keeps informing his hockey audiences 
that Anton and Peter Stastny are “both 
brothers.” ... and A1 Davidson, who said in 
sorrow when the plight of the Vancouver Canucks 
was being discussed that “Maybe the league has 
caught up with them.’’ Taking nothing away 
from that fine start this season, Canuck fans are 
still waiting for the Canucks to catch up with the 
league . . . the collapse of the Vancouver team is 
the main sports topic in these parts, and some 
fans are puzzled because they did get to believing 
the Canucks were as good as their early record. 
They aren’t, and they’re not really as bad as they 
have been for the past five or six weeks. As 
constituted they are a .500 hockey club if they 
work hard, something which not enough of them 
are doing. The Canucks are beating themselves 
with dumb hockey — bad passing, failure to 
follow through on their checks, inattention and a 
chintzy attitude bringing cheap penalties. And 
Tiger Williams, who was credited with leading 
them out of the wilderness has been exposed as a 
mere mortal. Quite mere , . . Bib Falk, who 
played major league baseball with some distin­
ction before he became a college coach, had a 
genuine love for his game. He was so dedicated 
that the publicity-director of the Southwest 
Conference was moved to comment that it wasn’t 
before Falk had been at the University of Texas 
for some time that he learned that the first sen­
tence in the Bible didn’t really say “In the big 
inning, God created heaven and earth.”
QUEBEC NORDIQUES seem to have their 
internal and goalkeeping problems resolved and 
have suddenly blo,ssomed into the exciting team 
their fine coilcction of forwards says they shouid 
be. There isn’t much chance that it will happen, 
but a Stanley Cup final between the Nordiques 
and Montreal Canadiens would be something 
special, They’re the best-skating teams in the 
NHL lind there is no rivalry more Intense . . . 
defenceman Dennis Kearns didn’t deserve ail that 
booing he got in Vancouver, He had a couple of 
poor seasons but he was by no means the worst of 
the Viineuiiver Cnniicks on defence and it is 
rcgretablc that they saw fit to dispose of his 
services at n time that club fortunes arc at a real 
low. Kearns, ns expected, took his demotion with 
class and everyone who knows him will hope that 
another NHL club will pick him up . . . the 18th 
annual Vancouver Island Fivcpln Bowlspiel at 
Town and Country Lancs is again scheduled for 
the Iliistcr weekend, April 16-19. Prize money 
totals $4,070 and the entry limit of 128 teams will 
again likely be reached in a hurry . . . the Pat 
nreniian Memorial Stakes scries at Clovcrdale 
Raceway produced a record low when co-favored 
Pllcliiik and Joilanna dend-hented for first place 
to create a $2.90 Exactor payoff . , . it’s a big 
year for Vancouver Island curlers, paiticuloliy 
the distaff rock-throwers. The amazing Flora 
IMnrilti has her fifth provincial senior cham- 
plonuliip, Don Ncmclli, also of the Victoria 
Curling Club, will represent the province in the 
Cannilian mixed-rInk final and Courtenay’s 
' Bwliftra Parker b threatening to win” the 
Canadian women’s title ... there’s another 
overplayed fuss, this one in Winnipeg minor 
hockey, about a girl not being allowed to play In a 
boyis' league. Why isn’t It discrimination when 
glrlsMcagucs don't accept young males.
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Girls gearing up
Sidney Girls Softball 
Association is gearing up 
for another season, but 




Monday unless help 
from parents is for­
thcoming there won’t be
a league this year.
The league is for girls 
aged 7-17. Braithwaite 
said she hasn’t had any 
problem getting team 
sponsors, but needs 
parents’ help. If you can 
lend a hand call 656- 
6166.
Cordova Bay United Church 
Outreach Committee will hold a 
meeting on Friday, February 27 at 
7:30 p.m. when Molly Phillips will 
speak on “Mongolia — Historical 
Perspective and Modern Develop­
ment.’’ Mrs. Phillips, who will be 
wearing native Mongolian dress, was 
born in China. She has lived and 
travelled widely in the country. 
Tickets, available at the door, are $1 
and will include refreshments.
Save The Children Fund Flea 
Market stall will be at Sanscha Hall 
on March 8. There will be fine linen 
and other material on display.
The Good Shepherd Shelter 
Foundation will be holding a fund 
raising sale at the Flea Market, 
Sanscha Hall on March 15. 
Donations of good, saleable articles 
will be appreciated and picked up. 
Phone 656-6583 or 656-6594.
Sidney World Day of Prayer will 
be held at two o’clock at St. 
Elizabeth’s church, 10030 Third 
Street, Sidney. All welcome.
Bluewater Cruising Association 
presents Hal and Margaret Roth in 
person with 16 mm movies in “Two 
Against the Horn’’ at Newcombe 
Auditorium March 13 and 14. 
Tickets, $6, available at Maritime 
Museum, Sailtrend and Ocean 
Books,Victoria and Suntime Shop," 
Sidney.
Silver Threads Centre, Sidney, 
offers cla.sses, activities and a warm 
welcome to seniors (60 or more) new 
to the district. Drop in at 10030 
Resthaven.
International Development 
Department of the Victoria YM- 
YWCA is presenting a
slide/discussion by David and Patra 
Durrance on the Tinglayan 
Development Project in the 
Phillipines on Thursday, March 5 at 
the “Y” on Courtney Street at 8:30 
p.m. Admission, free.
Canadian Guild of Health, Vic­
toria branch, will meet Thursday, 
February 26 at 1:30 p.m. at St. 
John’s Church, 1611 Quadra Street. 
Guest speaker will be Victoria Aid. 
Robert Blencoe.
Parents Without Partners is 
sponsoring a singles dance on 
Saturday, February 28 at Langford 
Legion, 761 Station Street 9 p.m. to 1 
, a.m. Admission only by ticket. For 
reservations call 479-7195.
Peninsula Singles Club invites ail 
single, divorced, widowed and 
separated persons to their Sunday 
night coffee and dancing socirds held 
at 732 Cormorant Street. For more 
information call 382-0333.
Peninsula Community Choir, 
formed last year, would welcome 
additional tenors and basses to 
complete this enthusiastic group. 
Phone 656-6882 or 652-5680.
Saanich & The Islands Social 
Credit Constituency Association will 
hold a wine and cheese party at 
Sanscha Hall on Friday, February 27 
at 7:30 p.m. with a fashion show 
courtesy of Spooner’s Ladies Wear, 
Brentwood Bay. A copy of Jim 
Ryan’s book “My Friend W.A.C. 
Bennett” will be raffled off during 
the evening. Several MLAs including 
Hugh Curtis will be present. Tickets 
at $3 each available at constituency, 
office. Beacon Avenue, Sidney, or at 
the door.
for B,C. fiiials
The peninsula boasts 
the top two senior girls 
“A” basketball teams 
on Vancouver Island 
following last weekend’s 
championships in which 
Parkland captured first 
place and Stelly’s the 
runner-up position.
The two local squads, 
along with third-place 
Dunsmuir, now head for 
Revelstokc where the 
B.C. finals begin March 
4 and run through the 
7th. A total of 16 teams 
will take part in those 
provincial playdowns.
In the Island finals, 
Parkland dumped 
Sicily’s 45-40, its third 
win in four games this 
year against their 
peninsula rivals.
Gillian Poole led 
Parkland scorers with 12 
points, followed by 
Kelly Hutiter with 10,
Parkland opened the 
Lsland championships 
with a 60-34 victory over 
Port Hardy, and went 
on to clobber Brentwood 
College 49-24 in the 
.semi-finals.
Meanwhile, Stelly’s 
was having a tougher 
time. It opened with a 
65-27 win over Gulf 
Islands, but not before 
Gulf Islands put a scare 
into the Central Saanich
The Islands team 
grabbed an early lead, 
but Stelly’s came back 
and swept the game in 
the final three-quarters. 
Ina Underwood tapped 
local scorers with 14 
points, while Maria 
Mitchell added 13 and 
Heather Gill 11,
In the semi-finals 
Stelly’s ran into a 
stubborn Dunsmuir
squad and only pulled 
the game out in the latter 
.stages with a 36-34 win. 
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A TEAM OF PROFESSIONALS
When you’re a florist, good 
form starts from the ground up. 
Ask Lynn.
She fills out the UI RecoM of Employment 
peifecdy every time 
an employee parts company.
When you’re in good company, stay in good form.
Lynn is in charge of personnel and finance for a local florist. 
And she knows that one of her responsibilities is lo fill out a 
LU Record of Employment form every time an employee has 
an interruption in earnings. She knows that if she doesn’t 
get it right the first time, she may have to do it again. So 
Lynn took the time to get the booklet “How to Complete 
the Record of Employment” from her nearby Canada 
Employment Centre.
Leaving in good form.
The Record of Employment is one way we can make sure no 
one gets short-changed and no one gets overpaid. This saves time and money for 
everyone involved. Lynn found out that the most common mistake is in reporting the 
“Insurable Earnings”. Insurable earnings are not necessarily the same as payroll 
earnings. Because Lynn fills out the ROE accurately, ex-employees don’t have to come 
back to her for changes. And neither do we.
It’s just good business to be in good form.
At Unemployment Insurance, we process about 4,000,000 Records of Employment 
every year. Last year, employer mistakes in filling out the form cost at least $125,000,000 
in overpayments. Plus the cost of recovering those overpayments and penalizing or 
prosecuting.












It’s just good business form.
We are receiving many qjuestions about the ourent labour difficulties at 
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St ICED
SIDE BACON . ..
® Does B.C.Tel want a new contract ’with its 
union, the T.W.U.?
YES! Our number one priority is to get an 
agreement that is fair to both our employees and 
our customers, recognizing that in the end, the 
costs of any agreement must be borne by those 
who pay phone bills.
® Wliy did the company not agree to the non­
binding recommendations of Federal Conciliation 
Of ficer Ed Peck?
It is our sincere belief that the Peck 
proposals would be highly inflalionaiy and add 
significantly to the costs of phone service in 
B.C. In a monopoly situation, the temptation to 
take the easy route and pass the costs on to our 
customers is great. Instead, we have taken the 
far less popular route and tiied to find middle 
ground that would, at least in oiii’ view, be fair to 
customers and employees alike.
• Just what has htien B.G.Tel’s position?
The company's recent otfer of a 39% 
increase in wages over a three year period 
appeared reasonable lo us. It still does. U would 
mean that B.C.Tel union eniployce,s would be the 
higlujst paid lelenhoiie workers in Canada. .Such 
wage rales would compare favourably lo those 
paid by oilier employers In B.C., and these 
wages could be paid without further inc^^asing 
phone rales in 1981,
• Wliat other alternatives has B.C.Tel proposed?
During recent talks and making every 
elTort to find a reasonable solution, wc proposed 
two alternatives:
1) If the TWU is prepared to modify its 
position, B.G.Tel would be willing to meet the 
union hallvvay between the company’s ofler and 
what we understand the union’s position to be 
for 1981. If accepted, this alternative would bring 
an immediate end to the dispute. This proposal 
was made but did not receive serious 
consideration. We believe our employees should 
have an opportunity to vote on this.
2) If the union is not prepared to modify its 
position, then a second alternative is for the 
company lo seek increases in phone rates 
through the CRTC and, if successful . make an 
offer to the union that would meet what w« 
understand their position to be.
® Will these alternatives necessitate increa.sed 
telephone rates?
U nfonunatcly yes. B. C.Tel must boiTow 
a large amount cvf money during 1981 if we are to 
meet normal service demands. Lenders of 
money must have some assurance that the 
company's earnings will be sufficient to cover 
the interest payments. By meeting the demands 
of the union, the company would have difficulty 
giving such assurance. These arc the facts of the 
matter when we say wc cannot afford to meet 
the demands of the union, without a further 
increase in phone rales.
Wc will continue to do our level best to 
find a fair and reasonable solution to this most 
difficult problem. In the meantime we sincerely 
regret the Inconvenience and dilficulty the 
telephone strike is causing our customers.
pI




in f irehall site
Sidney Freight Flyers picked up two more wins 
this week — one the easy way and another with a 
little more trouble.
The easy win came Sunday when rival 
Weathergard failed to ice a team, losing by 
default. The tougher match came Feb. 18 when 
the Flyers knocked off Travelodge Golden Bears 
6-3.
Tom Brooks and Ross Anderson led the Flyers 
with two goals apiece. Rob Smith and Jim 
Humphries rounded out the team scoring with 
singles. Smith and Kerry Lewis also set up two 
goals.
Meanwhile, Dale Tweedhope paced Travelodge 
with a pair of markers, while Ken Poskitt chipped 
in another. Brian Coward drew assists on two of 
the three goals.
Doug Murray and Steve Ormond teamed up for 
a total of nine goals to lead Weathergard to a 12-5 
win over Royal Oak Feb. 17. Murray also added 
three assists, while Ormond helped set up two 
goals. Daryl Reading picked up a hat trick and six 
assists for a game high nine points.
Jim Pickering and A1 Woodcock each con­
tributed five assists.
Royal Oak was led by Perri Prince and Larry 
Bednarz with two goals apiece. Terry Bell added 
the other marker.
North Saanich fire committee 
chairman Aid. Harold Parrott said 
this week council has narrowed to 
two its choices for the new south end 
fire hall site.
First choice is a one-acre parcel at 
the southwest corner of McTavish 
and East Saanich Roads. The land 
belongs to the federal Agriculture 
Research Station, which has agreed 
to sell it to the municipality for a 
nominal $1 fee.
However, the sale must be ap­
proved by the federal treasury board. 
Mayor Eric Sherwood said Friday he 
expected approval earlier this month, 
but says now it should be for­
thcoming “any time.”
Sherwood said the research station 
doesn’t use the land now because it is 
unsuitable for growing anything.
However, the treasury board isn’t 
council’s only obstacle. It must also 
seek approval from the provincial 
agricultural land commission because 
the one-acre is within the agricultural 
land reserve.
But Sherwood said he doesn’t
expect any problem because research 
station director. Dr. Joe Molnar, has 
said he will support the sale.
If the federal government or the 
agricultural land commission should 
reject the sale, council’s second 
option is a two-acre municipally- ■ 
owned lot at Panorama Leisure 
centre.
However, Parrott noted the 
property would cost more for site 
preparation than the research station 
parcel, which is already cleared and 
flat.
Meanwhile, detailed drawings of 
the new fire hall were disclosed, 
showing a total area of about 4,400 
square feet.
The hall will look much like the 
one at Royal Oak. It will have two 
bays with an adjoining single-floor 
area with office space and an in­
struction room.
Included in the design is a small 
lounge and kitchen area, instruction 
room, hose storage room, work 
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Students deeply discontented, report shows
A profound discontent with 
teachers, the teaching process and the 
educational system as a whole was 
indicated in a provincial report 
considered on Monday night by 
trustees of Saanich School District.
The report followed a meeting of 
the advisory committee to the deputy 
minister of education following a 
tour of the province last fall by 
Minister of Education Brian Smith.
It summarized the feelings of 
students who met with the minister 
during the many visits he paid to 
B.C. communities.
Fifteen problems were identified 
including allegations that, although 
society generally, employment, the 
family, language, culture and other 
components, had changed, schools 
had.not.
There was a lack of creative 
leadership, students felt, a deficiency
of resources and the system was 
distorted ’ by pressure groups. 
“Inequalities” in the system were 
reinforced. Teaching was an “un­
staged” career and teacher training 
did not meet present needs and there
was a gap between e.xpectations and 
reality
The advisory committee, which 
consisted of representatives from the 
B.C. Teachers Federation, B.C. 
School Trustees Association and the 
ministry of education, determined 
that “student criticism of teachers 
was a symptom rather than a 
problem.” It searched for ways in 
which change could be facilitated and 
came to the conclusion that all was 
not well and that the svstem
“somehow stifles creativeness.”
Trustees decided that the report 
should be forwarded to Saanich 
District secondary schools for 
di.scussion at the student council level 
and that students should be asked 
how they felt about the present 
school system. Did it meet their 
needs?
“It doesn’t surprise me,” said 
Trustee Roy Hyndman. “There is
really nothing new. The system needs - 
constant evaluation — and re- 
evaluation. But, one asks, have we 
the mechanism with which to make 
this assessment?”
He agreed with trustee Ruby may 
Parrott that the students were 
making a criticism of the whole 
system, perhaps even the permissive 
society, rather than the teachers.
STAG cleared of blame
The Saanichton Teen Activity 
Group has been cleared of blame in 
connection with a wave of vandalism 
in the district which, resulted in
closure of the program last 
November.
In a report to Central Saanich 
committee Monday night Aid. Ruth
Chamber blasts Sidney council
Sidney-North Saanich chamber of 
commerce Thursday blasted Sidney 
council for keeping a town traffic 
study under wraps.
Two crashes
Two accidents at the intersection 
of Pat Bay Highway and Island View 
Road in the past four days resulted in 
spectacular damage but minor 
personal injury.
The jaws of life had to be used 
Feb. 20 to remove 72-year-old 
William Mahon, 7088 Wallace, from 
his car after the vehicle struck the 
centre wall, swung off into a ditch 
and rolled over. A passenger in the 
car managed to free himself.
In the second accident, Monday at 
2:44 a.m., Gary Phillips of 1540 
Eagle Way in Sidney walked away 
with no injuries after losing control 
^of hiscar. .
Chamber president Hank Vissers 
said more people should have input 
into the study before it is finished. 
Vissers expressed concern that if the 
study is published as a fait accompli, 
it won’t give the chamber a fair 
chance to comment on it.
He noted council hasn’t disclosed 
the traffic study because it is still 
negotiating for property.
But Sidney Hotel’s Dennis 
Paquette said land will be bought at 
fair market value regardless of the 
information being public or not.
He said the chamber should write a 
letter to council asking for the study 
to be made public.
Bob Ward agreed, noting the study 
will affect all Sidney businessmen 
and “anything as drastic as 
relocation of traffic” needs to be 
looked at before it is finalized.
“1 would deplore any action to 
keep this information restrained 
from the public at large,” Ward said.
Arnaud lold members she had been 
monitoring the situation for the last 
three months and that, compared 
with the three months during which 
S.T..A.G. operated, there was little or 
no change.
She noted that since the centre 
closed November 1 the rate of 
vandalism had increased slightly, a 
situation . described by Crime 
Prevention Officer J.N. Hill as being 
typical of the Christmas season when 
damage and theft of lights is com­
mon.
The teen centre closed its doors last 
year after a number of complaints 
were received from local residents 
and businessmen about the increase 
in vandalism.
As a result of the criticism the 
Peninsula Community Association 
withdrew its support and the centre 
had to fold.
“Very little change in vandalism 
has occurred since it closed,” said 
Arnaud, who added that the com­
munity association had made an 
unfortunate and hasty decision.
Association president G.J. 
Edwards told The Review he was 
“not at all surprised” by the report; 
and said he would be delighted to 




Central Saanich emergency crews use jaws of life to free 72-year-old William Mahon, 
trapped in vehicle after it flipped over into ditch on Pat Bay Highway near Island View 
Road Friday. Tom Cronk Photo
Few traffic tickets might help educate
I
The contentious question of an 
adult crossing guard at Wallace Drive 
and West Saanich Road came up 
again before the Saanich School 
Board on Monday evening. It w-as 
decided that a guard will be retained 
af least until the end of June.
A letter from Central Saanich 
Chief of Police R.L. Miles, raised a
few hackles. In his letter the chief 
said the lack of co-operation and
understanding on the part of a 
portion of the motoring public made
it necessary to have an adult
supervisor at the corner. It was 
hoped through strict enforcement 
and education of the public that
eventually the guard would no longer f 
be needed.
Board Chairman Gerry^: ' 
Kristianson said that he was “ap-„ ■ 
palled"” at the statement. Perhaps, lie ' : 
said, a police car parked at the corner i ; 
and the issuance of 50 or 60 tickets , ; 
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night endorsed an ap­
plication by the Bren­
twood Community 
Association to request a 
grant from the
provincial government 
for upgrading of the 
community hall.
The total cost will be 
$6,000 and the grant will 
cover one third of that 
cost, if approved.
A
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Registered Retirement Savings 
Plans are a good way to reduce taxes 
and save for your future. But not all 
RRSP's are alike, if your RRSP does not 
offer you all these advantages, transfer to 
a Saanich Penihsula Savings RRSP.
Rates that are very competitive.xalculated daily and 
compounded semi-annually to improve yield. (Yield 
15.02%) Rates reviewed monthly. They rerhain competitive.
No Fees of any kind that will reduce your earnings
Withdrawable anytime should you need the money.
Guaranteed fully by the Provincial Credit Union Share & 
Deposit guarantee Fund,
Term Option from 1-5 years is available. You can guarantee 
your interest rate for a longer term and get the benefits of 
annual compounding, (Rates on request).
A Loan can help you make your RRSP deposit and the 
interest is tax deductible.
Our RRSP loan is16y2%, well below market rates.
sficmkh
smugs crtfill oeiioii
Open Monday, March 2 
for RRSPs only.
Forty hours flying time await Colin 
Campbell [left], owner of an air 
charter business in Auckland, New 
Zealand, and his pilot Grant Jolley. 
Pair will fly unique Grumman 
Goose, powered by turbo-prop 
engines to New Zealand this week, 
from Victoria International Air­




Radar for Pat Bay 
Airport is at least 
another four years off, 
says Robert Bockstael, 
MP for St. Boniface and 
parliamentary secretary 




replying to North 
Saanich council’s 
concerns about lack of 
radar in Nov. 5 and Dec. 
9 letters.
“Transport Canada 
shares the council’s 
concerns,” wrote 
Bockstael. He said a
national plan has been 
prepared which 
recommends installation 
of radar at certain 
airports, and Pat Bay 
Airport is included in 
that plan;
‘‘Treasury Board 
approval is expected in 
early 1981,” Bockstael 
wrote. “Once approval 
is received and funds are 
available, procurement 
action will be taken on 
an urgent basis. Current 
planning indicates that 
the Victoria radar 
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MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM
For your 1981 Renewal 
Come to
Sidney Realty Ltd.
•No long line ups
•Personal attention to your insurance] 
needs
•Autoplan renewals processed speedily. 
Efficiently and with a cheerful smile!
•The best service costs no more!
Sidney keaiiy Ltd.
234S Beacon Ave.
(opposite the Safeway paifdng lot)
Sidney 6SG-3928
Mailing has started of 
90,000 questionnaires 
from coast-to-coast in 
Canada lo find out what 
success sport fishermen 
had in 1980, where they 
fished and how much 
they spent.
The sportfishing 
survey is being 
nationally coordinated 
in Ottawa by the 
Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans, with the 
questionnaires being 
mailed out by provin­
cial, territorial and 
federal sport fisheries
agencies. In Quebec the 
survey has already been 
carried out by telephone, 
as part of a com­
prehensive provincial 
.survey covering other 
uses of fish and wildlife 
resources.
Information obtained 
from the survey will be 
processed and analyzed 
in Ottawa and 
preliminary results are 
e.xpectcd to be available 
in time for the Canadian 
Sport Fishing Con- 










- 7111 W. SAANICH RD.,
Save Money!
Grow your own
\ T * vi^Sotables ...
Choose from our wide 
variety of seeds in- 
ciuding Stokes.
Begonia Bulbs Just Arrived!
Perennial Boauty for 
your home ... ,
With our silk and 
dried flowers . .
Our de.signers will ' 
create lasting silk 
bouquets for the 
bride and her attendants.
Brentwood Bay 652-2131




Local scouts to join 20,000 campers
Better late?
It’s hard to imagine 
more than 20,000 
teenagers camping 
together, but that’s what 
is in store this July when 
scouts and venturers
from across Canada will 
gather in Alberta’s 
Kananaskis Valley for 
the 10-day Canadian 
Scouting Jamboree.
Included in the
nation-wide event will be 
scouts and venturers 
from the peninsula. A 
dozen local scouts and 
two leaders, in addition 
to nine venturers and
their adviser, will attend 
the jamboree, which 
runs from July 1 
through 10.
National jamborees 
are held every four
“Better late than 
never’’ must be the 
postal system’s motto — 
at least it appears that 
way from a Christmas 
card The Review 
received only this week.
The card was post­
marked Toronto Dec. 2,
1980 and arrived on our 
desk Feb. 19, 1981—78 
days later. No ex­
planation was given, 
though some around 
here commented they 
could have walked the 
card here quicker than 
the post office sent it.
Nortli Saanich giibdivisioii
Buffer strip needed 
for nursery
A proposed 50-acre 
wholesale nursery at the 
corner of West Saanich 
and Wain Roads will 
require only a 10-foot 
buffer strip along one 
side, North Saanich’s 
zoning committee 
decided recently.
The move rescinds an 
earlier agreement which 
required nursery owner 
John Kaye to leave a 50- 
foot buffer along three 
sides of the property.
Kaye told committee 
he shouldn’t have to 
leave any buffer, but 
said he would com­
promise and agree to the 
10-foot proposal.
Aid. Dermid Bingham 
and Edgar Farthing both 
agreed to the 10-foot 
buffer, but Aid. Jay 
Rangel said the
requirement should be a 
minimum 20-feet.
Rangel said the buffer 
is needed to head off 
problems arising over 
conflicting land uses, 
such as having the 
nursery too close to 
residential development.
The 10-foot buffer 
will run along Wain 
Road.
North Saanich council Feb. 16 agreed to 
support a Victoria man’s application to subdivide 
two 15-acre lots within the Agricultural Land 
Reserve into three 10-acre parcels.
Council also moved to forward Kenneth 
Pearce’s application to the agricultural land 
commission for approval.
The application is the third since 1978 and calls 
for the property — at the corner of Tatlow and 
Willow Roads — to be used for hobby farming.
Two earlier applications asked for six five-acre 
parcels, and four 7.5 acre pieces. The agricultural 
land commission denied both requests and opted 
for the two 15-acre lots.
However, council for various reasons, decided
Mungo Martin award
A Sidney non-status 
Indian attending 
Cariboo College in 
Kamloops was one of 
seven students awarded 
prizes by the Mungo 
Martin Memorial 
Awards Fund to further 
their education.
Cheryl Ann Ret- 
tenbacher, received S250
from the $1,600 
allocation this year, said 
Velva Rossiter, chair­
man of the trustees.
to support the application — but only by a slim 4- 
3 vote. Aldermen Alan Cornford, Jay Rangel and 
Edgar Farthing opposed the application, while 
Mayor Eric Sherwood and Aldermen Jim 
Cumming, Dermid Bingham and Harold Parrott 
approved it.
Bingham said he found opposition to the 
application “restrictive. . .in terms of 
agricultural land for somebody to look after’’, 
and had “no hesitation’’ in supporting the move.
Sherwood agreed that 10 acres is enough for a 
hobby farm and pointed out Saanich Peninsula 
Farmers’ Institute president Jack Arnaud said 10 
acres was enough to farm.
But Rangel said downzoning the land is 
“nibbling’’ away at the municipality’s agriculture 
core, and noted the two 15 acre lots are a com­
promise from the original 30-acre parcel.
A motion to not support the application, but 
send it on to the agricultural land commission for 
a ruling was defeated, after which the motion to 
support was approved.
years, and the last was 
held in Prince Edward 
Island in 1977. The 
Kananaskis Valley, 
which will also be the 
site of the 1983 world 
jamboree, is about 80 
kilometres west of 
Calgary.
It’s location in the 
foothills and near the 
Ricky Mountains 
provides scouts and 
venturers the op­
portunity for camping 
and wilderness activities, 
such as Whitewater 
kayaking, river rafting, 
and overnight hikes.
There will also be 
separate day trips into 
Banff National Park and 
the Calgary Stampede.
Meanwhile, local 
scouts and venturers are 
seeking assi.stance with 
transportation to the 
jamboree. Adviser Brian 
Hodgkin asks anyone 
with a truck or camper 
who would like to lend it 
for the first 10 days of 
July, to contact him at
656-3931.
iord liartmaEi
wishes to advise 
he has left the service of :
Beacon Ready-Mix Ltd. •















Baking has been our business 
since 1903
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LAST 3 DAYS! /
T/ BOOK STORE
OWL’S EYE 
2498 Beacon Ave. 656-3515
★ 1 Sports (Suit Type) Jacket 
1 Pair Pants or Slacks 
1 Lightweight Sweater 
-k 1 Plain Skirt ■
■k 2 Ties
$179 .
YOUR CHOICE I each:
20% DIscolinf
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See an Exhibition of Actual Working Models and
DEAL DIRECT WITM
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Come in & meet the staff of Wllk Stove.
Jolfroy Claydon, David Webb & Kolly Wilk 
will bo pleased to show you their products,
HERE’S HOW TO GET THERE ..
Fireplace Inserts
standard...... ^409«
All Brass ........ . ..... ^640.
Standard v(iih\/.irl9WoSpeodDloworSyslom . . . . . ...... . ©40.




















Central Saanich’s decision to opt 
out of Panorama Leisure Centre is 
only “temporary”, Peninsula 
Recreation Commission chairman 
Bill German said Thursday.
In a speech to Sidney-North 
Saanich chamber of commerce,
German said by “temporary” he 
means about five years. “Within five 
years Central Saanich will either 
financially participate in Panorama 
Leisure Centre or have their own 
facilities,” he predicted.












; 10134 McDonald PARK RD. R.R. NO. 3
Action is underway on complaints 
about taxi service at Pat Bay Airport, 
Dennis Paquette told Sidney-North 
Saanich chamber of commerce 
Thursday.
Paquette said the provincial Motor 
Carriers Superintendent has replied 
to a chamber letter complaining 
about the poor service provided by C 
and C Taxi.
Paquette said the superintendent 
spoke with C and C Taxi and asked 
Paquette for further information. 
“They are looking into the matter,”
he said.
In other chamber news:
•The tourist bureau on John Road 
at Pat Bay Highw'ay •'s .bmplete and 
only aw'aiting North Saanich’s ap­
proval for proper sewer hookup.
•Some members expressed 
disbelief at the price tag attached to 
the proposed breakwater-harbor at 
the foot of Beacon Avenue.
John Marsh said he was “at a 
loss” to see how the breakwater 
could cost S6.5 million, as revealed 
recently by the breakwater com­
mittee.
Marsh commented he installed a 
breakwater in the North West 
Territories for Imperial Oil for just 
SI.5 million. It was twice the length 
of the Sidney breakwater.
families moving into Central Saanich 
as the reason for believing a change 
will come. And for that reason, he 
said Sidney and North Saanich 
residents shouldn’t be “short­
sighted” about recreation needs.
German stressed “whether ex­
pansion is good value for our dollar” 
is an individual decision which will be 
made when residents cast their vote 
in the March 21 referendum.
He said the cost of expansion is 
never going to be cheaper because of 
inflation — which is expected to be as 
high as 15 per cent next year.
He said for most residents ad- 
ditional'costs for expansion will only 
amount to what they pay for 
Christmas liquor, or two months’ 
supply of cigarettes.
German also said expansion is 
contingent on two things: the 
provincial government paying one- 
third the total capital cost; and a 
majority vote in the referendum.
Answering the concerns of the 
chamber, German said the proposed 
food services area will not compete 
with private restaurants. He said the 
food area won’t be elaborate, and 
will only cater to people using the
centre.
Ray Moore suggested instead of 
the racquetball and squash courts, 
another ice rink may be needed more.
But Storrier, Panorama manager, 
said the arena isn’t being used to the 
fullest yet, and he could see a “lot of 
things we can do before we have to 
look at a new arena.”
Besides, he added, the Capital 
Regional District’s master
recreational plan said a new arena is 
still some years down the road.
German chipped in that a new 
arena — at some $285,000 a year — 
is difficult to justify when other 
community groups still need 
facilities.
Bob Ward asked why there is an 
expansion at all. Ward said he hasn’t 
seen any evidence indicating the 
demand for more facilities and asked 
who had the mandate to draw up new 
plans.
Ward also said plans for expansion 
will “fractionate and detract” from 
the centre of Sidney.
German countered that the 
peninsula recreation commission has 
the mandate to draw up new plans, 
and did so on the basis of surveys 




Traffic congestion in 
the area at peak period 
just prior to the opening 
and closing of the school 
day, ‘ was the chief 
concern of Saanich 
School District officials 
cornmenting Monday on 
the 'construction of a 
new Seventh Day 
Adventist school at the 
corner of Central 
Saanich Road and 
Keating Cross Road.
In a report to the 
school board District 
Superintendent Don 
Smyth said that there 
was a considerable 
amount of congestion 
along Central Saanich 
now at peak periods due 
to the nearby location of 
Keating School and, in 
addition, there was the 
traffic flow ' in the 
Keating Industrial Park 
to consider.
Every effort should be 
made to ensure that 
students had good access 
to the school, the report 
said.
The school will serve 
about 40 students to 
start and they will be 
bussed to the new
facility from all over the 
capital regional district. 
It will be located on a 
tract of nearly 10 acres 
and will have an
auditorium. A Seventh 
Day Adventist 
spokesman said that
growth in the student 
enrollment was to be 
expected.
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It was open house on Sunday at the Sidney Teen Activity Centre clubhouse, 
2304 Oakville Street when young people mingled with adults in an effort to 
bring to the attention of the public that there is a place in Sidney for young 
people to assemble. Hours for young people, Monday - Thursday, 7 to 9:30 
p.m.; Friday-Saturday, 7 to H p.m. and Sunday, noon to 11 p.m.
Won’t sit still, 
and do nothing 
council told
North Saanich’s advisory planning commission 
has charged that council does not take it 
seriously, and warned its members will “not sit to 
do nothing.’’
APC chairman John Lapham told a recent 
zoning committee meeting APC members are 
willing to “put in lots of time’’, but are not 
prepared to put in the time and have their 
recommendations ignored.
“If council doesn’t take this APC seriously, 
then members will not sit to do nothing,’’ 
Lapham said, adding members feel they haven’t 
been taken seriously.
Lapham said a council decision about APC 
recommendations for sidewalks and pathways 
“still rankles.” He said the recommendations 
were approved and the public works committee 
directed to carry out implementation.
However, the public works committee never 
followed through with all the recommendations, 
Lapham said.
He said part of the problem is a recent lack of 
communication between council and the com­
mission. He also said the APC hasn’t been getting 
specific referrals from councils.
APC member Joe Lott said he doesn’t expect 
council to implement everything APC recom­
mends, but would like to see more com­
munication.
Aid. Jay Rangel said the pathways and 
sidewalks recommendations were followed as 
much as the budget would allow.
Mayor Eric Sherwood, sitting in on the 
meeting, said he recognized the concerns which 
were “valid to a point.’’ He said the zoning 
committee chairman is the liaison with APC.
Committee chairman Aid. Dermid Bingham 
promised closer communication with APC, and 






By SHAUNNE O’BRIEN 
Mike Absalom, formerly a writer for “Monty 
Python’s Flying Circus,’’ visited Stelly’s last 
Thursday. He provided students w'ith an amusing 
presentation on satire, including poetry and songs 
about worms, vegetarian cats and the like.
■k it -k
Last week, Stelly’s students defeated the staff 
in a floor hockey game, proving who really needs
to learn in our school.
★ ★ ★
Gibson’s Studios is holding an Easter Portrait 
Program at Stelly’s from Feb. 24-27. Prices are 
lower than regular “downtown” prices and 
anyone interested in a sitting is asked to phone
Mr. Chris Harker at Stelly’s.
★ ★ ★
A compatibility survey has been held by the 
Student Council. Questionnaires were filled out 
by students and were sent to a cmputer. The 
cmputer will determine the 10 members of the 
opposite sex most suited to each student who 
completed a questionnaire.
* ★ , i*r
A group of students has been busy during the 
last few weeks raising money in preparation for 
an exchange with partners from Inuvik, N.W.T. 
The trip will be in March.
No one can claim that Stelly’s doesn’t rally in 
the event of an emergency. .Last;:\v.eekj;when;the 
power went out for two hours over the lunch 
break, the staff of the teaching kitchen still 
managed to serve a perfect meal. How? They used 
the kitchen facilities in a mobile home owned by 
foods teacher June Frache.
LADIES WEARo /-
Corner of Verdier Ave.




Gilbert Baal, 10025 
Third Street will head up 
the Sidney and North 
Saanich Community 
Hall Association for 
1981. Baal was elected 
president at the
Association’s Jan. 28 
annual general meeting.
He succeeds Arthur 
Grossi, 9260 East
Saanich Rond, who 
takes on the past-
president’s post. Others 
on the executive include 
Ihomus Doyle, 2181 
Amhcr.st Avmue, vice- 
president: Howard
Edwards, 105(X) Allbay 
Koad, treasurer; and 
Dick Leigh, 2178
Amelin, sccrcinry.
Leigh, along with Eric 
Ethcrington and Burnbi 
Stiles, are new to the 
executive this year.
Other directors retur­
ning this year include 
Stan Bamford, Con­
stance Kingerlce, John 
Robertson, Gladys 
Sealey, Eric Sherwood, 
Eleanor Sowerby, and 
May Utting.
Next directors’ 
meeting is March 18 at 
7:30 p.m. at Sanscha 
Hall.
FENCING LTD.
All kinds ol loncina ■ 
residontiiil, coiTimorci.il, 
l.mn
"Good Fences Make Good 
Neighbours"
2070 KEATING X no, 
6&2-3S22
fashion Show
Feb. 27th - 7:30 p.m.
at the ‘Sanscha Hair 
Admission *3.00 
WINE & CHEESE 
SERVED
Sponsored by 










Spot of the Week
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On a package or on your own. oilhor way you can 
enjoy Iho magical Aloha Islands, Explore n coral 
root, rido a giant wave or just \m on a palm (ringed 
beach, For tun lovers ibero is the action packed 
playground ol Waikiki, For sun, sand and tho relax­
ing Hawaiian way — Maui; Discover your own sun 
(illod beachl Call Carolyn at
Lie A










2280 Beacon Ave. 656-1176
If we all save electiicity at dinner time, well have enough for everyone.
B.C HYDRO®
Avoid the electrical rush hour. 5pm-7pm.
...  C
STORE HOURS:
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
M PRICES
' J FEB. 25,










SIRLOIN TIP STEAKS 
TENDERIZED STEAKSib^I®® 
FLANK STEAKS lb^2®®
Home of SUPER savings!
EFFECTIVE'. in Downtown Sidney
26, 27 & 28 Across from Sidney Hotel





BOnOM ROUND OR RUMP
OVEN : :
TOP ROUND
MAPLE LEAF COOKED HAM





CALIFORNIA CHOICE gn t ‘0 iHUk I
V. ■ J ORANGES 138V.. 5 LBS.^1
CALIFORNIA /HIO
. . . . . . . . . . . . LB.^SBROCCOLI. . . . .
AVOCADO 60 V SroB^l®®!
CAULIFLOWER 30 V ea55
...EA.
scon




FLAKES OF TURKEY 6w 07
PHEM
LUNCHEON MEAT 13 03. . .
TENDERrUKE





















FRUIT SALftD 28 oz
DELMOHTE
PINEAPPLE 14 OZ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HUNT'S








ASPARAGUS 1303 TIN. .
MUDS
SLICED PEACHES 3. R3. .. . .
OCERN OPRSV
CRANBERRY COCKTAIL soot.
WESTON ORRERY CRSCKED WNERT




ICE CRLAM 3 LITRE.. . . . . . . . . .
$159
bSi MUXWEU HOUSE MASTERBLEND
REGULAR COFFEE





I WORTH.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
H CUP «. PRESIMT AT STORE
B OFFER GOOD UNTIL FEB. 28/81
% ■
la*










Marina on your doorstep. 
One bedroom con­
dominium with approx. 780 
sq. ft. Drapes, fridge, 
stove, and W/W carpets. 
$45,000





DEAN PARK CLASSIC 
3 B.R. 2 Full baths, 2 
Fireplaces, Huge Decks 
with magnificent views. A 
beautiful home on a 'A acre 
easy care lot. It’s im­
maculate and it has just 
been listed exclusively. For 
more details on this very 






Lovely 3 B.R., attractively 
designed and with some 
seaviews. Priced at 
$130,0(X) this home deserves 
your inspection. Call 
: ; KAREL DROST for an 
appointment to view. 
656-2427 656-4000
PARK
.3 B.R. home offering built 
in extras, rock fireplace, 
:bohsiderable sized 
"assumable mortgage and 
only one year old. To view 
this attractive home, priced 







' Level and cleared, almost 
' Vz acre lot within sight Pat 
Bay Highway. New sub- 
■ division with all services. 
-Only 2 lots left M.L.
656-2427 656-4000
K. DROST
Arc you thinking of seiilng? 
Give us u cnii and wc wiii 
provide a comparative 






















3 bedroom full basement 
family home in Saanichton. 
Living room, kitchen and 
eating area take advantage 
of the pretty seaview. 2 
fireplaces. $120,000, 














HOUSE TO SHARE in Sidney. Working 
person (s)only. Coll 656-1978 2507-B
BRENTWOOD BAY FURNISHED UNITS;
kitchenettes, dishes, cable T.V. Free park­
ing. maid service. Available weekly or 




Mobile homos located In porks on 
pods. Listings and soles. Wo welcome 
oil enquiries concerning Wheel 
Estate. Listings wanted. Phono 112- 
585-3622 (collect). 136-17- tOOthAve., 




9773 - 5th St. 
656-5541
The largest one stop Equipment 
Rental Yard on the Saanich 
Peninsula. Authorized dealer for 
TORO, LAWNBOY and 
SNAPPER.









Superb 2 bedroom, 3 bath 
home in Sidneys finest area.
The well landscaped lot is 
less than 5 minutes walk 
from the beach. The house 
has 2 fireplaces, dish­
washer, workshop, garage 
plus a big bright sundeck.
For more information call 
now — you . won’t be 
disappointed.
iSEAVIEVV'XOT 
Beautiful _ % Acre lot bn 
Curteis Pt. • only a few 
hundred feet from the sea. 
South west exposure served 
with piped water and a well. 
Fully fenced. Call now. 
$135,000.
HOUSE FOR RENT 
2 bedroom bungalow. 
Electric heat. Fireplace. 
Separate garage. Utility 





2 bedroom bungalow in 
Sidney. Home has been 
modified for an invalid or 
handicapped person. 
Located on a bus route. 
Close to shopping. Sen. 
Citizens Centre and the new 





property only 1 block off 
Beacon Ave. and abutting 
commercial lots. With 
Sidney growing by leaps 
and bounds this property 
offers c.xcellcm potential 
furthe future. $215,0tK), 
JohiiBruee 656-3928
Res: 656-6151 or 656-2023
RUBBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED. Base­





Household repairs, manure, 
gardening, light hauling. No 
job too small. $10 per hour.
(2437-9)






Again available for Sidney 
and surrounding district 
Good workmanship at 
reasonable prices.
Also excellent crews 









Owner Wilt Dorman gives per­
sonal attention to all orders.
Phone 656-4754
FLOOR JACK, I'/i ton capacity, 
protossionol garage typo, brand new 
never used. Cost $240, selling $160. 
592-4422. JAn-a
apartment size 2 speed Simplicity
washing machine, gold. Like now, 
$200.656-6506.^480-8
RALEIGH BOY'S bike, 5 speed, 20".
Good condition, $75: pair car trailer 
mirrors, now $18. rider lawnmower, 
not running. $120. 656-4670. 2500-8
pair of heavy duty fireplace doors
to fit opening 35" x 25", made from 
Swedish iron. $t 50. 656-4109. 2483-8
GENERAL ELECTRIC (built-in) dish-
washer, throe years old, $200 . 656- 
4109,  2482-8
FRENCH PROVINCIAL chesterfield
and choir, Braemore. Gold colour, 
very good condition. Offers. 656* 
6204 2486-8
pair case guards, one trunk for
750 Hondo; 2 helmets: 125 Kowosoki. 
runs well: mens and todies ice 
skotes: electric sewing mochino, 
super condition. 652-5661. 2489-8
FOUND, LADIES PRESCRIPTION 
eyeglasses left at Brentwood Boy 
Pharmacy about 2 - 3 weeks ago.
STILL MISSING in Sidney. Mole cot, all
black except lor while patch below 
chin. Kink in toil. Reward. 656-6693' 
or 2032 Ardwell.2503-8
lost on FEBRUARY n, along
Moxon, Amity or Lochside. Gold 
locket (without chain) with blue 
and rod stones in a flower design. 
Child's picture inside. Please phone 
656-5991. 2517-8
BRING YOUR REPAIRS and mending in 
lo The Busy Bee in our new expanded 
premises next to the Bank oi Nova Scotia. 
Expert illerations at reasonable prices. 







No job too small 
Reasonable Rates
656-3259
VICTORIAN Mr. & Mrs. chairs, nest of 
tables, mahogany gloss front cabinet 
with drop front desk. 656-4073.2494-6
PEGGY GREEN would like lo buy fine
linens and household linens. Phone 
595-7373. 2497-8
SAANICH ORCHARDS
We hope lo h,ive apples till about the end ol 
February Don't miss your last opportunity to 
try our tasty Iruit! Kept crackling liesh at con­
trolled temperatures. Oil Stelly's X Road, 
open daily. 652-2009. (2355-8)
OLDFIELD ORCHARD
Macs, Spartans, Golden Delicious 
and good windfalls; 6286 Oldfield 
Road, south off Keating X Road. 




EARN FREE NEEDLECRAFT KITS
See our beautilul 1981 catalogue. Needle­






Parties and receptions. 
Hors a oeuvres, meat 
& cheese platters. 
Sandwiches & desserts.
LE COTE A U FARMS
Mac's, 10c to 20c per lb. Spartans 8 
Golden Delicious, 10c to 25c per lb. 
Our apples ore kept fresh in cold 
storage.
Open daily, 9-5 p.m. 304 Wolton 
Place,oHOldfield. 658-5888. 1852-11
TRANSLATION
English-French or French-English. Very 
reasonable rates. Call Nicole Cyr — 656- 
6042 evenings. [I
6564291 (tl)
WILL BABYSIT in my home or yours. 
Relioble. 652-4501. 2479-8
HOUSECLEANING, Sidney area. 656- 
6936. 2499-8
GARAGE SALE, Februahy 28, 
Saturday, and Sunday, March 1. 1046 
Holly Park Road, Brentwood Bay, 10 
o.m. to 5 p.m. 
2 HOUSEHOLD GARAGE SALES.
Moving East and cleaning house. 
Household items, garden tools, 
books and much more. Sa-turdoy, 
February 28, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 10287 
and 10295 Rothdown, off Colvin or 
Pleasant.  2509-8
3 Room groups, bachelor suites, individual 




BE GOOD TO YOURSELF
llyou have two or three spare evenings per 
week, enjoy rtieeling people and would like to 
be your own boss, call 652-9427 Car essen­
tial., v ® II- ' I2474-8)'
HOMETENDERS. Leave your home in 
security while enjoying your 
vocation. For complete home service, 
coll HOMETENDERS, at 656-1293.
■ 2523-8 ■ ■ " '>'
Bids will be accepted for construction. A 
24' X 32' extension to the Tahsis Hovey 
Seed Orchard stall house, at 2003 Hovey 
Road, Saanichton, B.C. Extension will 
comprise ol one 12’ x 24' garage and 
one 24' X 24' semi-enclosed storage 
area. For specilicallons, please write to: 
Attn: W.A. Hetidetson 
Tahsis Company Ltd.
Box 220,
Gold River, B.C. VOP IGO
(2352-8)
CLARK ENTERPRISES 
Low price factory solvoge gloss. Cot 
to siie. 24 oz. 75c sc]. ft.; 32 oz.Sl .25;, 
3/16 $1.50; V," plate, $1.75. Bronze 
tint, 24 oz. $1,00; 3/16 $2.00. Works 
at 9750 - 4th St. Sidney, Open Mon. - 
Fri. 12:30 - 4 p.m., Saturday 8 o.m. - 
12 noon. Closed Wednesday. 656- 
6656. ______
Triaeks
DODGE VAN (short) 6 cylinder, 
automatic, P.S. Only 14,000 original 
miles, A-1 condition. $5,790. 395- 
,.0397 . 2484-8
1978 TOYOTA 'CORCH'Dtl 'tltrrBcicR'’ 
beluxe. 4 speed, 23,000 miles, extra 
' wh'eels) with snow tires. Immaculate. 
$5,300. 656-2770 after 6 p.m. 2487-8
'73 GMC ’A Ion P/U. Latest style, fully
deluxe Camper Special. V-8 heavy 
doty, woodgrain trim, split rims, 
auto, PS, PB, radio, tinted glass. Step 
bumper, chrome bumper, sliding rear 
window, canopy with opening 
windows. Big mi/rors, city tested 
1982. Hydraulic jock, no dents. Mud 
Heps, floor mots, etc. Private. $4,500 
firm. 656-0260. 2498-8
WE PRINT EVERYTHING 
EXCEPT MONEY
SIDI^EY
Business Cards - Personal & Business Sta­
tionery • Invitations - Flyers - Tickets - Qsl 
Cards - Menus - Catalogues • Etc
2086 Airedale Place, 
Sidney,- B.C. 
656-7911
CALL us AND SAVE!
WANT TO GET OUT OF THE RAT
RACE? Investigate this Alaska High­
way property for sale by owner, 
service station, cafe and motels. Fort 
Nelson Nows, Box 600, Fort Nelson, 
B.C. VOCIRO.na^8
COFFEE SHOP FOR SALE: Includes 
equipment ond inventory (building 
leased). Excellent tourist trade, year- 
round recreotionol area. Situated on 
Voncouver Island, north of Compbell 
River. All inquiries write Box 5095, 
Woss Lake, VON 3PO or phone 
Campbell River. Operator for Woss* 
274. na*0
FOR LEASE: 8000 square foot cement 
block building on highway frontoge 
Grond Forks. Operating os building 
supply business. Inland Surplus and 
Supply, Box 1719, Grond Forks, B.C. 
VOH IHO. Phone 112-442-2104. no-S 
KAMLOOPS HAIR AND SKIN CARE 
SALON FOR SALE. $27,000.00. 
Excellent location. New leaso.^ 
Inventory and finonclol stotoments 
available. Phone 112-376-6887 after 6 
p.m. for information. no-8
IT'S NOT TOO LATE I Learn income 
tax preporatlon ot home. Reduced 
prices. Free Bruchure. No obligation. 
Write U & R Tax Schools, 1148 Main 
Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba. R3T2B6. 
n g -8 ' 
AGRICULTURE ORIENTED INDIVIDUAL 
would like to Purchase Related 
business or an intensive livestock 
operation in your area. I have both 
farming and Agri-Business ex­
perience os on owner and manager. 
Full purchase or partnership will be 
considered. All replies will bo 
acknowledged in confidence. Write 
to Box E.T. - 81. Lacombe Globe, 
Locombe, Alberta, TOC 1 SO. na-7
EARN MONEY! Learn Income Tax 
preparation at home. Reduced 
prices. For Free brochure, no 
obligation. Write U&R Tax Schools, 
1148 Main Street. Winnipeg, 
Manitoba. R3T 2B6. riO'Y
ESTABLISHED RETAIL STORE, 
educational materials and toys. 
Desirable Vancouver location. 
$10,000 down, owner will corry 
balance at low interest rote. Box 
77075, Postal Station 'S', Vancouver, 
B.C.V5R5T3. na-7
AVON
To Buy or Sell
TerrilDries available
Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
















Pork, Vo,'ll and Lamb. Freazer Cm,




197f OLDS, Cutlass Sedan. Actual
mileage, 53,000. PB, PS, radio, 
lopodeck. Good condition. $2,800 lor 
quick sole. 652-9553.2513-8
1972 DODGE COLT, 2 door, hordfop.
Asking $1.500, 652-2844. 2525-8
Roofing, Siding, Livestock 
Equipment (Peacock). Fen­
cing, Watering Systems 
(Rabbits to Cattle), Plumb­
ing, Drainage Pumps, 
Power Washer, Feeding 
-Systems,.- Augers, etc;, 
Danor Fans, Totally Enclos- ' 
ed Motors, Generators, in­
cinerators, Building & Farm 
Related Hardware. Chain 
Link Fencing, Erection Ser­
vice Available.
THIS WEEK’S PRICE
On galvanized roofing 95c 
Lin. Ft. plus Frt. Feb. 1st 
it's going up lo $1.02 Lin. 
Ft. plus Frt. PVC Vz” 
$1 2.80/100 Ft, ^4” 
$16.52/100 Ft. BIG 0 36c 
Ft. Black Poly Pipe 75 
series Vz" $10.00/100 Ft. 
3/4” $15.61/100 Ft.
CASH AVAILABLE - $50.00 to
$2,500.00 and more. 85% are eligible 
to get this available cash and anyone 
con qualify. Free details on request. 
Send self addressed envelope to: 
'Haslam Enterprises, Box 10, Haslam 
Street, Powell River, B.C. V8A 3y7. 
n 0-7 •' ^
DISCERNING ADULTS. Shop discreetly 
at home. Illustrated catalogues - over 
500 exciting items of lingerie and 
marital aids. Discreetly and securely 
pockaged, shipped from Vancouver - 
no customs. or C.O.D. . Direct-
Action Marketing, Box 3268, Van­
couver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 00^7
CASH FOR INCOME TAX REBATES, 
Rent credit, child tax credit. Avoid 
delay by Pre-registration. Phone 112- 
374-0108 or Write Kamtax, #2 - 220 
3rd Avenue, Kamloops, B.C. V2C 
3M3. na-7
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS! 
B.C.'s lowest pricesI Hijge selection. 
Now stocking pine double glazed 
windows. Wolker Door: Vancouver 
112(266-1101). 1366 S.W. Marino
Drive. V6P 5Z9 or N. Voncouver 112 
(985-9714), 1569 Gordon Avenue, V7P 
3A5, na-lf
PRINCETON OPPORTUNITY - Fence 
Post Pole and Rail Manufacturing. 3-4 
year supply of material. Supports 
owners. Take home in trade 
$175,000.00 Call David Thornley 112- 






USED FORKLIFTS. SALES, SERVICE. 
RENTALS. Call or write for complete 
listing of our huge Invonlory, "Over 
50 years serving the Industry", Jock 
Mason Lift Trucks, 3140 Gilmore 
Diversion, Burnaby, B.C. V5G 384. 
Phone n2.434.|311. no-9
SAVE THE CHILDREN Fund Floo 
Market Stoll, Sanscha Hall; Morch 
8th. Fine linen, etc, etc.
MICHAEL STRUTT, CLASSICAL 
Guitarist in o programme consisting 
of works of Renaissance to con­
temporary composers, including 
Dowiond, Weiss, 'rfovhoness, 
Granados and Villa-Lobos. 8 p.m. 
Thursday, March 12, Victoria Art 
Gallery, 1040 Moss St. Free ad- 
mission. 
THE SIDNEY WORLD DAY of Proyer 
will be hold March 6, at 2:00 p.m., St. 
Elizabeth Church, 10030 Third Street. 
Everyone welcome. 9
DONKEYS. Ye Olde Fellowship of 
Donkey Owners. Please join us, 
Informotion on request. We need 
your address tor occassional 
Nowslellors ol events, Ardmore Golf 
Links. Days, 656-4521, evenings, 556- 
5283. 2471-10
THE GOOD SHEPHERD SHELTER
Foundation's Fund Raising Solo, af 
Iho Flea Market, Sonscho Hall, March 
15lh. Donations of good re-saloablo 
articles much appreclotod and can bo 





Mombor • Victoria M.L.S.
656-1154
IN PORT ALICI, B.C, Surviced 
wtiluifronl lol 68 x 130 Veniloi con 
build lo mil. iin.OOO.OO, Also 4 
liodioom slioio, 449,1100,00 I'hcmn 
irJ-2H4 66tt7, __ nmfl
ALBERTA Niini, ranches, dolrlos, 
lusa opeiotlons, qcteaues, and 
hgslnussws, f'lNClILH CKII.K. ihultu 
grain farms, 'J553 otres, 1955 
tu|llval»d, huge sht;>|), 2 homes, good 
ciodk, and feed lot I'/OO.OO. per acre,
' BltOOKS otua modern dairy 480 
acres oil irrigated plus adjuitilng 
Ifiosa with now mixlnin equl|imiinl 
and borns, t'J (ow Itigon porlour, 'J 
homos, includes cowl quotas, 
rnochlnory elr, excellent set up, Chief 
Mounluin Really, Jack Folsom, phone 
403_626-3p2 Ol .(lOjhB'/ty? 75 ■ , ng- U
ftliWTWoFd BAY Tl00 V"md
by owner, 4 bedroom, 3 brilhrooms. 
drive in goroge, Sundeck and 
secluded polio. Producing fruit and 
nut ftstes. Have bought, must sell, 
4134,900. 653-3303, nongonli. 3511-8
Ivni liot-'lj'j inlv 5 Lxcciicnl i.vitin,,',
fiioii t.isy 10 t.ull niKiiPowoik kih; 1(101 
gii.ti.iiihii'n
Phone Frieda, 656-6496 or Lydia, 
592-6784.
DAFFODIL PICKERS rngislor now lor 
coming soason, Pickers must hove 
tain gear and rtiln bools. Wages, 
$1,65 pt>r hour for ages III yeots and 
older, 43.00 fMir hour 17 yours and 
under. Coll Mondoy lo Friday, 
Conado Farm Lrjboui Pool, 30 5 3400 
Douglas Sirool, Vlclorln, 383-4374.
3_503_;_8______ _ ___ ____ _
OENiRAL PART liMf. help warded. 
Apply In person lo Gistdo's 
Daiknlessen ond llokery, llreniwood
iKiInlgat 5r|UQrn,_^_________________
HOIMNO TO'TTnO woman lo do oc 








sold out again. Call
>, If
now for an up-iodatc 





working 4INCIE pnrenl with 1 rhild 
wishes 10 shore now homo with 
person in like clitumsianiei lo share 
coils ond household dulles. Pieler 
|KU«un yviii 3i' yrfuin iiUi. Foiunuii 
Deem Park Eilutes. Reply Box "I ", 
Ifie Sidney Review, P.0, Box 3tfJ().
Sidney, vm 355. ..... ....................^3S3b8
OuTliTT<TR”ii'N?rBrtMdw^
3 tierirooms. close in stlxjrjl, shop, 
ping elc. 44(l0p,ty). 653-1047. 3518-8 
Mli IJ* pmo¥'Trsh'm« TTedTwtn 
house Ptivoiebaihroom. 656 7639. 
3504-8
MOUNTAIN HOTEL IS NOW HIRING 
STUDENTS lor summer employmimi, 
Polilkins ovallobte ore: gltl shop 
cashiers, Irord ditsk clerks, dining 
room walheises, cafeleria stall, 
dlshwosheis. crxrki, molds, bor- 
londeis, siore clerks and gas siallon 
ollendanls. For appllcotions write 
GItitler Pork Lodge, Rogers Pass, 
B,C. VOA 350 na-9
EXPANDINCs nRE"oiAl?R"REQuTRES
AGGRESSIVE STORE MANAGERS, 
AlIgnmonf Mocbanic, and mulller 
Inslollets. Top wages tor Productive 
t'nople. Opiiorlunlly lor od- 
vantomeni opply Box 13, Advance 
Box 1379. Cresfon, B.C, VOB lO0.no- 
' ft_____ _ ___ __________ _ _____ .
AovrmSTa ‘"couniTuor, A'rt
swihusiosllc person experienced in 
nnwipopnt odverllilng inlei Is 
required by on nword winning ex- 
(xinding tnmrnunlly newspaper, 
Salary camineniiirole with abilify, 
Ctwlprl Noil Movli. North Isitind 
Oorelle, Ilox 4.‘iH, Pori Hordy, B C 
VON OIVY 0
IIWMIOIATE OPENING FOR IK- 
PERIINCED JOURNEYMAN CAMERA
(lerson ond Ofisel Web Pressman on 
imniinfid Vrincr-Hivxr lilnnrl Mrwfeiri 
slirip, exrelletd woge ond IwnelHs, 
Applicoiirins lor oilier newspaper 
pflnllng trades octepled lor lulure 
lefeteme. Wrile. B. Marris, t/oBox 
m<>, Cowrienoy, B.C, V9N 5N3. no 10
MOPED, liko now, 300 m.p.g., 
complolo with corrylng bosket and 
hnimol, $295 O.B.O. 652-1353 
evonlngs or view at Bookworm, 
Brentwood Boy. . If
LOW CALORIE, croarny, delicious, 
and hoallhicir, Froion yogurt from 
SIDNEY NATURAL FOODS, 2354 
BFACON. 656-4M4.3442-10 
INCINERATOR BARRELS, with lids' 
$6.00 ($7,50 dellvored.) Phone 656- 
1510. PrucittHlx lo auppotl thu 
Peninsula Midget Rep Ftockoy Team
Winnipeg Taurnamonl. _____ _2490-fl
CElIlNO FAN, docoiolive typo, S?' 
wcicxlon blodos, whh light fixlute, 
rheoitnl speed conirol, upward and 
dawnword airflow. Brand new cost 
*71?' 4150,593-4433, 3491-H
\ FoRDT?OVETeTgTircodar''$40 or 
460 diillvt'ted, 656-5IJ7  3501-B
Inletior cedni ol 3'3 moikol value, 
6.56 6130 3505-8
rUU'rTlOoFiriolMT" $300’ la’t go 
wolnut finish modular wall unit, $400 
656-1330 evenltiQS.
DOUBLE SIZE bRANbE malltoss and 
txiv spring. Good condlllon. $100. 
652-37119. _ _ 3506 0
sTNolT'fliD"wTlT~’baoif’”headbT^^^
656 196£. _ __ 3519-0







boat OWNERS -- sail or power 
required lor chorlor over 30 fool, In 
oxcelloni condition. Good lovcmue 
Marsh MorIna Charier Oools Lid. 656-
wi^;____ ___ ____ _ ___
PIONEER «' DINGHY, only used one 
seoson; oxcelloni condlllon, brand 
new ocirs ond oarlocks **?*^ ”'’ 
neorest oiler. 653-4003._____
■ ANSI U I IAM 
AilAllilNIII
7174A Wuit Btunlch act. 
Dreniwood Oey, B,C, 
653.4513
1,1!.int wilh IImi tii-.l -ll mu Frnin-.uM c bn]i'M 
l.itiiiiy iip.mii,iiiirt m pi.itti'), gu'Wi jnrt 
iicu/ifii.in isnnCopsIsiiR Music Csiilrt, till
ALFALFA HAY FOR SALE, quolily 
guaronfood, delivered In B.C, Phono 
403-1 12-363-2957, Brooks Allolla 
So Ios, Pox 1346, Brooks, Alborlo,
sT FULLBIOOD sFmMENTAL BULLS,
yearlings ond 2 year olds, 1,000 - 
1400 pounds. Price $1500 - $2500. 
ConlacI Fraser Valley SImmonlal 




for livestock and small .inimals 
available at Ml. Nowlon Phar­
macy, 7855 East Saanich Road 
(in tho Saanichton Plaza). 
652-9119 or 652-9110,
cTfTcKsTimwn egg layers, while egg 
layers, meal birds, Order early • ship 
anywhere Napier Chick solos, 6743 • 
3Uilh Si,. Box 59. Milner, B.C. VOX
ITO. " ...........  Z379.U
donkeys. YI olde FEllbwSHIP ol 
Donkey Owners. Please join us, 
Inlormalion on request. We need 
your oddioss lor ocassiontil 
Nowslellors ol events Ardmoie GoK 
links, Doys, 656-4631, evenings, W6- 
53113, 3470 10
Persoinals
BREAKING UP CLASSICAL record ' 
(olUriltm, Mostly Imported European 
ptestingi. Mini condition, guaran­
teed. Bargain pricoi 653 1754. 3510 0
iF yoFTInToT oaTd^ do ll
yeor round, using an aluminum ond 
glass greonhousel Write lor free 
brochure lo. B.C. Oteenhouso 
Builders. 7435 Hodley Avenue, 
Burnohy, B.C, V5C 3R1. Mall orders 
now nvallotdn.   
LOO iioMiS AND CAliTRrftoy’filealx 
Consituclion Lid. for bruchure or 
hiither Information (onlocl OsKrrg# 
Drxmvon, Box 777, 100 Mile House, 
BC VOK 3FO Phone 113-395-3(167 
(days) 113 397 3735 (evenings)______
y’our NAMirTboiiss, pot-ta’i
CODE. 300 gummed labels, (Mode by 
hiindinqipedj, S3.V5. Moil cliwque Hi. 
Hondicapped Inliels, Box 1315, 
Sloimn "A' , Surrey, ft.C, V3S 4Y5, na-
8 _ ___ ___ ' - ' ^
»""vTAi WAiRAMTV~&7eTnBeuie 
Fiberglass. 9* (Hii'cenl deer 
rerrugeted end fief, Whideiele 
prices. BJB TtltRai Alt PANELS LTD. 
ilTlR 7tA Avenue, R.R, t twngley, 
B.C. VIA 4P9, Phene I U-lld-RWZ.
PIANO LESSONS Ip your home by 
creollvo and qualified leather, 656- 
7624, 3534 a
pIaNO and GUITAR lesions
ovnilnble locally ol the English Music 
Studio. Fol, rock, classical ond ion. 
Coll Oil or Alliler, 656-'3349 or 656- 
4739. _______1'
gYlTHOvi’N'piANO'fot solo, needs 
some cobinel repoir and lew new 
, ,, l.i.|.t fsiHnrvvIxe very
(^'K>d, 65fl ftft10. Bflerbp rn. ___ _
wi-TREiTliR SuTi'r SHl’iTE ORGAN, 1 
year ftid. excellent condlllon, Oilers. 
O^MUtlV, _____ ,3485 8
HioiSTIRED ALE BREED horse sale. 
April 35, 1901, Vcmdiiihool Qunilei 
Horse Chib, hilarmiilioii or con 
slgnmonls call 113-690.7359 of wrile 
Box 97. Fort f'loiot, B.C, VOJ 1NO, 
n (1 • 9_ _________ __________ _____ _
HOlVlilN ffTtFIRS, ipfinging, 3-6 
weeks. Con deliver, Phone (403) 653- 
7371 Hjh River, Alherln. ______r_'a_B
HIOHflELO STOCK FARMS 
CFIAROIAIS null HAlt Morch 5, I 
p m 50 Bulls sell on Ihfi form 17 miles 
south ol Calgory, Phan# (4tO)W3. 
7717. Byx H1B0, Oknlrjks Alherln
TOLIIO. , ______ ________ »9 3
reoistered'"'Tnoii4m springer 
SPANIELS Liver ond while Sire ond 
Dam inipuiled from U-K. Lxcellrml 
hir.f H,->qs and polli mony field trial 
chompions in pedigree. Phone 113-
' 593-43(17. __ '_______   no '7
IxTEPTIOMArQUATlfflTorinREt) 
GREAT DANE PUPI Charnpic»l Sire, 
I,,,, Ah f-xr*
cro(vfied. Heollh and hips gunron- 
leed. Excellenl , lemperomeril, 
Esperieiued and repulohle breeder, 
phnrie 113 743.’)531 rw-T
ANYONE KNOWING tho 
whoioaboijfs ol THOMAS McKENZIE 
roconlly omployod by Dept, ol Minos 
and Rocourcos, please contoct Box 
"U". Tho Sidney Review, P,0. Box 
3070, Sidney. VDL3S5.3535-B
p’eNINSULa” COMMUNITY CHOIR,
lormod lost yoor would welcome 
odHIiionol lonort and bosses to 
complete this happy and onlhusloslic 
group, Call 656-6aD2 or 652-56B0 for 
Inlormalion. 
MRSuT/TciliiFo’d spiritual torof ond 
palm reader, will help you In all 
problems ol life, Wrile fodoy lot
holplol and dependable advice ...
send dole of birth plus $10 00 lo 3633 
Fast Hostings Slreol, Vancouver, B.C* 







(formerly Soonlch Ponlnsulo 
Guldorico Assoclaflrm). Services lor 
(he (omily, Individuol, morrlogo and 
family counselling. 656-1347 . 9813- 
(IllhStroef, Sidney
Legals
NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR 
CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that on 
nppllcollon will bo made lo the 
Dlrocior of Vila! Sialistics for o 
chango ol nomo, pursuant to Iho 
provisions of f.ho "Change of Name 
Act," by mo; Corol-Lynn Mario 
Waldors, ol 9/66 Sih 51. in Sidney, in 
tho Province ol British C.olumblo, os 
follows;
To chonge my nomo Irom Corol-Lynn 
Mario Waldors to Carol-Lynn Marie 
Paquolin. Doled this 33rd day ol 
February. A.D. 1901 -- Carol
Waldors,
HOLD A n’iEDLICRAFT demon- 
slrollon in your home. Tarn free gilts 
while having fun. For colologue, 
phono f toida, 655-6496 or l ydio, 593- 
67fl4. _______ _________ £411.9
l-foTe'you Tr’ied’lhe homemodo soup 
and super sandwiches oi IIDNEY




IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATES OF 
(DWARD ERNEST J A5MAN ond HEIEN 
ElIZAnt lH JASMAN, bolh formerly ol 
SIdrioy, llriilsh Coluinbio. deceoied. 
NOIICE 15 HEREBY GIVEN Ihol 
frediinri nnri others hovlng claims 
agolnsi the esialos of Ihe obove 
nomod docoosed ore hereby required 
lo sund ihem lo George Frederick 
McKimm, 91130 Fourth SIreel, Sidney, 
B.C. VBl 3Z3, Admlnlslraior, on of 
helore llu* 25lh day ol March, A.D, 
19BI, alter which dole ibe 
Admlnlslraior will dlsiribufe Iho sold 
esloie omong iho ixirlles etillllod 
ihorelo, having regard only to (ho 
dtilms nl which lie (hen has notice. 
George Frederick McKImm, 
Admlnlslraior
McKimm, Loll 8 do Rosenroll 
Barrlslvts 8 Solicitors 
9f1.')0 4lhSI.
Sidney, B.C. VBL 37,3
Storage
nontals
MINI STORAOI LOCHIRI. Every she 
every need. aH6-41_44 . 3395-9
Engagement
Ronald Trlckell, Lurnby, wish lo 
onnounte Ihe engogomenl ol fheir
rfnuohler T yen* Borbnro, 10 
Mr, George Edword Ower*, Vlrtofio, 
die wedding la lok# pioce In it. 





Cift.'t.ti.il-od -Hi!',* til'd c.m ,1'Ovat
0 C S Itui Viikcin
. ; ."i.'i-.,- .11, I.
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2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.











"I'T-om listimate to 
Installation - 
Three Weeks!"




I« BACKIIOi: WORK 





, Piirk Rd. 
656-7277
G. iV \\. 
Landscaping Ltd.
Ki'sItitTiii^il. (oiniMt'i t Ul! .itui 
(inll (iiMii'sc (.DiisliTU liiin.
6955 West Saanlrh Kd. 







• Design ihtaugn Dhtnliny
• in’eiioc^mu lot 03lios. wai^^s |
:i' dfivewiys











I o Radiator Repairs
Cali 656-5SS1 





















Serv'ice Residential - 
Commercial
"Biy or fiimll 
uv nnll do tliriii idl."





















Croi’t’rnmt’Hi ('t’rri/|ed ifi’/ini 
clan u'fih 35 years I’.xpericncc 







Trucking, Excavating and 
Backhoe work.
556 Downey Road 
R.R. 1, Sidney; B.C.
656-3i59
A & B BOAT TOPS
(,V)rnpl(.‘to Bo.il UplioKtt'r\
(, lio! Top',
t .unpoi t'lishions 
Ri p.nr..







KiTniildiiitifxluutM si stciu'i. I'li! pli'' 













Furnaces, fireplaces, duct 







Quality Work • Free Estimates
Finishing Carpentry. Renovations. 


































070.1 . 3rd SI, 
Sidney, B.C.




















Special rates for 




PAINI & WALLPAI’ER 
SALES & SERVICE
APEX STEEL LTD.







Renovation, comrnci Imishmg. and 
lencing Residential nr conirnercta!
Free esiimalcs.
658-8488, evenings
posed Panorama Leisure 
Centre expansion are set 
for this week.
Sidney residents will 
have their chance to hear 
the plans and pose 
questions tonight 
(Wednesday) at Sanscha 
Hall beginning at 8 p.m. 
North Saanich residents 
have their public 
meeting tomorrow 
(Thursday) at 8 p.m. in 






council has approved the 
local Boys’ and Girls’ 
Club request for 
programme assistance in 
its 1981 provisional 
budget and also 
authorized the ex­
penditure of $5,500 for 





Stelly’s junior boys 
basketball team cap­
tured the coveted 
sportsmanship trophy at 
the Victoria City Police 
Invitational tournament 
over the weekend.
The team played hard 
in a heartbreaking 53-52 
opening loss to Cedar 
Hill Thursday, with Paul 
Harris netting 24 points. 
Friday they went down 
51-30 to St. Michaels, 
and were knocked out of 
any further action.
The team ran its 
season record to 14-8 
Feb. 18 with an im- 
pre.ssive 53-38 win over 
rival Dunsmuir, and 
now holds down third 









BACK FILLING ■ LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS
filter beds
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES












rtewifiny. tfiocuic heatinfl ri- 
paiis, appliance connection!..




IT'nte I’nsls, Digging, 50 













• 22 yi'iirs plumbing 
(‘.xpci ii'iu’e in U,(!,
® Spt'ciiil i'ni'’s llir 
IKMlsiulRTS 
® Ni'w Inimi's 















Marine, Auto A Safety Gian 





10114 McDonald Park Rd
Play It Safe
A head without
a hat can account 
for 60% of body 
heat loss.
Be Winterize '













Imlu'ii mI lu'Mili Tin.il 
('.iinnu,'icMl Wiiine 


















9NH3 ■ Till Sireel




















Itii .illMinr ii.nlinu nei'.l'., 
Nll.iU'-. bliini'.k', l.it 






Ttii.' (’Innnbi'i ol 
Coinmeicc
i Itiii ll |iu!.iru'S!i 
Inluriniilion (.ii.'ntrn 
C,ill 1.11 IIS





AJAX HOME ««tl 
OFFICE CLEANEHS
Window!. . I l.iori. (.’.Tipeti. 














“You don't havo 





tm fwnaewi Im »»»»** tHM®®*
PEGGY GREEN will bo In Sanicha 
H ol I, Ma r chj H w H h more lino linen.
LADIES I Do you en|oy ilnglngT H lo, 
why not join ui on Monday aveningi, 
7:45 p.m., Moionlc Holt, corner 4lh 
ond Mr. Bober, Sidney. No ouditloni, 
not neteaiory to rood muilt. Contoct 
Pot Morih, *66.6751, otter 7 p.m,, or 
Ann llotl, 6I*.40M lor turlher In- 
lormollon. tl
MIn' sTiOW pTt O^^^ , teomi
inloioklod In ilortlng a leoguo on the 
Soanlr.h Poniriiulo, phono65fr4W96 or 
Ml) 4500. Qllorlip m. plooko. __ «
Tivo Club'i. dinner, Olon Moodow* 
Goll 8 Ctjuniry Club, 1050 McTovlth 
llooil, Momlny Morch 'J, TOO • 9:00 
p.m, lickol* by reivrvollon only, 
17,50. Coll <<67-'/>30, lor lurlher 
Inlnnnoilon. ^ .
consTdTr ^iTicoming" ™a 
PROFEStlONAL parent, {uiivut lor 
FoMiir Itilorrnotlon Night and lInd out 
it toi,loiirig it lol you. Munling lo be 
hold ol 1M7 Fort Street, Junchon 
Coniro llullding, Vidoilo, ol ’7:30 
p m on Monday, Mtirth 31. Coll Ihe 
Mmttiry ol Human Boiaurcec, Capitol 
Itoglon, 59B 5121 lor rnoro In- 
lormallon. _   
piNiirsuiA'smGiis doTlnviT^
tinslo, divorced... wldowod, 
mpuiatod poreonl lo ' Sundoy Night 
Dnntlng Social; 7 30 . 10 p.m. New 
Dirnenilon*. 732 Coirnwonl Si. (Elh'c 
Hall), l'ro« dance letioni, tollee. 
Inlormolion toll3U3 0333.
BluTWrTii'’'"'TiTmTMG “t *«r'
pinienu in periati, Hoi 8 Morgorel 
Poih, with 16 rnm movlo, "two 
Agoinn Cop# Horn' ol Newcrjinbe 
Aodiloriurn Moieh 13 ond 13 Tlcholi 
Ul,(JO ovollnble ol Morillmo Muioum, 
CinllOend ond Ocenn |lnoL«. Vlr'nrln 
and Sonhme Yochl Shoj) h^4nej(.___^ 
tA>4At)iXfr"'oimD“' OP MIALTM, 
Vli iorlo Brorwh, will ineoi Thundoy, 
Fohioory 2*. I 30 p.m, St. John'e 
thii/ch 1611 CJundro Si Prrryor 
Vervico will Iw hold in Ihe Chapel and 
geneiol mooling (odowlng In lower 
hnll, Guorl ipoahet, Mr, Rcildn 
Blonto' The Oultd'i Ihorrve lor the 
v-ni I* "Mow lo Imd tho Divine 
Ahhoi'n^in daily hviri]^,"_^ ___
IIDNIV HOP Ort)up moeiing fiiday, 
rahniiity 27 isl T tb p.rn, Poriorama 
rilni'iic-l.nn nn Oomm'i'ollr 
Wiulltm. All walcoiTit. ■
By HELEN LANG
The fog wc had so much difficulty with as wc 
drove south seems to be seeping in over the 
mountains to-day, you can barely see them at this 
point and there is a definite chill in the air. The 
weather prediction calls for increasing cloud, 
cooler and wetter weather, so maybe they do have 
winter down liere in the desert, after all.
Today we planted a garden for a friend who is 
also staying in this holiday trailer park. She had a 
birthday, and we couldn’t think of a thing that 
she either wanted or needed, so we volunteered 
our services to clean up and plant a small bed.
Planted calendula (old fashioned marigold) and 
nasturtium seeds, lots and lots of them, since we 
noted a couple of darling little birds sort of 
“casing the joint’’. We had been watching them 
busily eating the “winter rye’’ that is planted 
down here as a winter ground cover and although 
they are small and friendly, they are also cheeky 
and terribly persistent.
We found that the so-called soil is sand 
(what did I expect in a desert?), and a couple ol 
inches down, completely dry. There must be 
nutrients in it though, since the trees, planted as a 
wind barrier, grow lo enormous heights. 1 
imagine the farmers use vast amounts of fer­
tilizers to grow the citrus crops, and, of course, 
irrigation seems to be pretty well constant in the 
fruit groves.
The small gardens in this camp (and almost 
every trailer has one) have interesting crops 
growing in them. One of them had an enormous 
fat cactus planted right beside a tomato, but no 
one seemed to mind, each of them looked healthy 
enough.
Other people have spinach, broccoli, lettuce, 
onions and radishes. . . even saw a couple of 
squash plants, but I’m sure it is much too cold at 
night for them to amount to much. There also 
appears to be a shortage of bees, so one wonders 
about pollination.
Interesting, though, to see that so many people, 
supposedly on holiday, just can’t seem to keep 
their hands out of the soil.
Read an intriguing article in a local newspaper 
regarding the use of acupunture, nails, and soap 
in horticulture. It was especially fascinating to 
find soap being heralded as “haying exceptional ; 
ability to kill harmful insects, while' sparing 
beneficial ones’’ was none other than our very 
own Safer’s Soap produced in Victoria.
Someone called Gilbert Milne of Toronto 
claims acupuncture helps plants. To stimulate 
growth he suggests you slick one or two pins in a 
plant just below a leaf node, and leave the pin(s) 
in for up to three days. To make a long-stemmed 
plant such as an avacado “leaf out” stick pins at 
the bottom of the stalk. To help trees, drive four 
inch nails in a circle around the lower trunk.
I recall vaguely that my parents did this, many 
long years ago. The trees didn’t die, but whether 
growth was stimulated. . .ah, it was a long time 
ago!
Milne also suggests putting nails and wire coal 
hangers in plant containers , claiming that “a 
loop of copper, steel wire, or nails in ots attraols 
energy to plant roots, Sounds mad, doesn’t ll? 
But then, why not give it a try, using a plant that 
you aren't terribly attached lo (in case of ac­
cidental death!) If it works, your friends will be 
amazed at your eleverne.ss,
Silver Threads
Weekdays: 9 a.m. • 4 
p.m., evenings; 7-9 
p.m., Satnrday and 
Sunday: I -4 p.m.
Lunches, teas, cof­
fees, cards, library, 




If you are 60 or better, 
we’d love to hear from 
you. IMcase call us at 
656-5.537.
Coming Events: 
Hawaiian Luau — 
advance tickets only —• 
Marclt 7; ' Hulcharl 
Gardens — Marcli 12.
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VERSATILE FIBERGUSS TANKS
« Septic e Holding ® Water
500, 600, 750 gal. custom sizes available
ALPHA---------  10218 Bower Bank Rd. I





PERMS (BODY WAVES), COLOURING
AT THE NEW
j MARINA COURT on 2nd Street
H . J TUES.-SAT. 8:30-5:30 656-4443
Brentwood elementary students weren't only ones who enjoyed special 
production by Victoria Symphony and Kalaidoscope Theatre last week. B.C. 
Lieut. Gov. Henry Bell-lrving was also in attendance and seemed to have 




The Peninsula Players will be holding auditions 
for play casting 1 - 4:30 p.m. March 1 at Central 
Saanich Lions Club Hall, 6994 East Saanich 
Road. Plays being considered are Encore, UnPeu 
by Serge Mercier, The 75th by Isreal Horovitzand 
The Flattened Saxaphone, a short story by John 
O’Hara adapted for the stage by Brian Bornhold.
Each is a one-act play and has a male and a 
female role. The selected play or plays will be 
produced for the up-coming zone drama festival.
to be held April 23 - 25 this year at the new 
Duncan theatre.
Director will be Judy Rinfret, known primarily 
for her play Overlaid, which won the 1979 zone 
drama festival.
Peninsula Players is in its 29th season and can 
offer involvement in all facets of theatre. The 
company welcomes anyone interested in attending 
the auditions. For more information call Judy 
Rinfret at 652-5772 or Helen Hitchen at 656-2144.




9227 E. Saanich Rd., Sidney
65S4245
(Retain this ad lor luture relerence — we are not in the 'Bl phone book.'
The annual meeting of 
the Saanich Pioneer 
Society held Feb. 16 was 
preceded by a delicious 
pot luck supper. 
Election of officers was 
held and M.J. Brethour 
was elected president; 
vice-president, J.E. 
Ninno; secretary, Mrs.
Art Gardner; and 
treasurer Mrs. Lome 
Ritchie. Directors are M. 
Tubman, G.M. Brown 
and David Scholes. Miss 
Hilda ‘Butterfield was 
appointed auditor.
During the election of 
officers the chair was 
taken by Art Gardner-
The 1981 Sidney 
World Day of Prayer 
will be hosted at 2 p.m. 
March 6 by St. Elizabeth 
Church, ' 10030 Third 
Street.
Theme for the service 
The Earth is the 
Lord’s, was prepared by 
Native American Indian 
women - representing 
Indian tribes throughout 
the United States.
Local native women, 
and representatives of 
St. John’s and St. Paul’s 
United Churches, 





Church, Sidney Peit- 
tecostal Church and St. 
Elizabeth Roman 
Catholic Church will 
participate in the service. 
Mrs. Noni Elliot will be 
guest speaker.
Refreshments will be 
served following the 








Prices subject to prior .sale of , 










































Medicine today is a complex, fast-changing business.
You depend on your doctor to keep up with the latest advances 
in research, equipment and treatment techniques to ensure that you 
receive the best care and treatment possible should you need it.
But the fact is, it’s costing your doctor a lot more money to maintain 
our present health care standard — in time spent researching and 
studying new medical information, and in actual staff and equipment 
expenses. And these increased costs aren’t being offset by the Medical 
Services Plan payments.
Tlie pressure on your doctor’s time and economics continues to 
increase. Contrary to popular belief, Canadians are spending 
proportionately less each year on health care. Right now, for every dollar 
you spend on food to keep your family healthy, you spend only about 10 
cents on health care.
The doctors of British Columbia are determined to maintain and 
improve the service they provide.
It will cost money. Money that your 
doctor feels should come through the 
Medical Services Plan.
In the days ahead, it will help to 






8 • !i'.30 Weekdays 
8:30 " 5 p.m, Saturday 
10- d p.m. Sunday ; r''““
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